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1 Background
1.1 Depth Perception
Humans have an inherent capacity of object recognition, depth perception and
scene interpretation among other capabilities. These processes are done in such a
natural and easy way that their simplicity are erroneously assumed. Only when
one tries to reconstruct the process that begins with a beam of light entering
the retina and ends on the human event reaction; one realizes that the human
brain processes the visual information in a very efficient manner. In this project,
aspects of human vision will be examined, not in the area of psychology but in
the computer vision and image processing discipline.
Depth perception is a subject that has been an area of interest for decades. From
psychology to computer vision scientists tried to understand and reproduce the
process of the brain at the time to reconstruct a real scene from one or several
still images. It is widely confirmed that humans infer depth information from a
variety of situations thanks to special cues and image features. In human vision
there is also a learning process. Familiar objects and scene configuration also
give information about the structure of images. Nowadays, there is an increasing
number of systems that make use of learning-based approaches to accomplish
computer vision tasks. Since humans have the capacity to adapt to new situations,
low-level cues become clue signs for scene understanding. The proposed system
will not consider any learning-based strategy and will only make little assumptions
on the image low-level features.
1.1.1 History of vision
Talking about the history of depth perception is mostly talking about how the
vision studies have evolved until now. Research in how humans see may go back as
far as the ancient Greece, but it was not until Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894)
where the first theories of the visual perception of space where stated. His work
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proposed that vision was the result of unconscious processes based on previously
learned situations. Examining the eye, this german physicist stated that it had
poor optical features and that perception was a phenomenon hardly linked with a
learning process that lasted many years: the unconscious inference. In that way,
humans have a priori expectations of the scene structures such as the position of
light and the object orientations. Due to the introduction of the learning process,
human vision was seen with a broader perspective, introducing new disciplines
for its comprehension. Helmholtz work [9] provided empirical theories about his
studies on spatial, color and motion perception. The relevance of this study made
it the reference on the theory of vision throughout the second half of the nineteenth
century. After that, other theories appeared but in the recent years, its principles
were rethought with minor refinements.
In the latter years, namely between 1930-1940, Gestalts psychologists presented
their theory of the Laws of Organization where it was stated that the brain was
behaving in a holistic, self-organizing way in all its activities, and vision was one
of them. Their theory of vision was based on the capacity of the brain on figure-
forming and visual completion instead of perception of individual, simpler visual
elements. The Gestalt school was also created in Germany (as Helmholtz) and its
roots came from philosophers such as Kant or Goethe. The methodology used in
the investigations following Gestalt laws were conducted under two principles:
Principle of Totality This principle states that the conscious experience is the
sum of individual aspects of the individual and it must be considered as a
whole. That is, all the senses contribute to an experience.
Principle of Psychophysical Isomorphism This principle relates the visual
perception and the cerebral activity. Gestaltists believed that the order
in which stimulus were perceived was the same order in which the brain
processed the information. That is, if two situations are perceived similarly,
the brain will process them in identical ways.
Assuming these principles it is possible to state some properties about the percep-
tion of figures and postulate the famous laws of organization. Gestalt psychology
stated some perception rules:
Emergence is the process of complex pattern formation thanks to several, sim-
pler rules. That is, objects are first perceived as a whole. After, once the
overall structure is inferred, the details are extracted.
16
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Reification is the constructive aspect of perception and its strongly related to
visual completions. The theory states that humans complete the image, by
means of the laws of organization, to construct objects, even if these objects
don’t exist.
Multi-stability is the ability of seeing two different things in a situation. This
theory is clearly involved in illusions where several interpretations of a scene
are possible.
Invariance is presented as the ability of humans to perceive the same objects
independently of rotation, scale, deformation, lighting conditions and other
situations. Note that these situations are always common events that may
appear in normal scenes.
These properties may appear separated or jointly, but the Gestalt theory does
not explain how they arise. Instead, the theory describes how the perception is
organized. The fundamental vision processes for Gestalt are the Laws of organiza-
tion in which it is possible to encounter proximity, similarity, closure, symmetry,
common fate and continuity; some of which are shown in Figure 1.1. These laws
try to explain how objects are perceived as a whole, relating minor features to
construct the overall interpretation. It is important to note that for Gestaltists
objects are perceived first as objects and then details are examined. Although
these principles seem to play an important role in many situations, the Gestalt
theory was strongly criticized due to its descriptive nature instead of explaining
these processes. At this point, several theories arose to explain how the perceived
information was processed. The two most important ideologies were the cognitive
and the computational approaches. The former returned to the roots of the per-
ception, recalling Helmholtz, and presented the problem as a subconscious process
based on a Bayesian framework. The latter was interpreting the brain as a sort
of computer and proposed an algorithm to explain the vision process. The modifi-
Figure 1.1: From left to right, laws of proximity, symmetry, similarity and closure
of the Gestalt perception theory. Humans normally relate shapes using these laws
to create bigger and more complex objects.
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cation of the Helmholtz principles to introduce a more objective concept, such as
probability, was a first step to explain the vision from a more technical point of
view. Although a universal model is still unknown, the proponents considered that
the human brain, through processes of (un)conscious learning, stated the problem
as a form of Bayesian inference from sensory data. This inference was not treated
in the Helmholtz original theory, although the rules that governed this probabilis-
tic approach were not known. The base of this approach was the so called Inverse
Optics Problem:
Information in visual stimuli cannot be mapped unambiguously back onto real-
world sources, a quandary referred to as the Inverse Optics Problem. The same
problem exists in all other sensory modalities. [10]
Hence, in the presence of ambiguous input, the correct interpretation is found
by evaluating all possible solutions and choosing the candidate with higher a pos-
teriori probability. The brain, seen as a Bayesian Network, is constantly modified
by the introduction of new experiences.
Although the Bayesian approach is widely used nowadays in vision systems, David
Marr proposed a computational model for the human vision. In his work, [11], he
presented the vision process as an algorithm consisting on three information pro-
cessing steps:
2D or Primal Sketch: the first stage of vision consists in gathering the princi-
pal features of the scene, namely lines, common figures, forming edges and
regions. This sketch can be compared with the first step an artist would
take to represent a drawing.
2.5D Sketch: the second stage gathers texture. In this step, the lighter and
darker regions are detected, identifying shades, as well as surface orientations
thanks to textures.
3D Sketch: the final step of the algorithm combines all the previous perceived
structures and constructs a 3D scene.
Figure 1.2 represents what the first sketch is. Marr theory does not include
the use of multiple points of view (the two retinal images, for example). To
adopt several perspectives, the general approach is to consider that after the three
sketches the different images are combined for a better scene understanding.
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Figure 1.2: Images and their primal sketch, top and bottom respectively.
The model of David Marr was very helpful in computer vision and image pro-
cessing areas which were seeking algorithms for scene understanding. Nowadays,
in the computer vision field, the primal sketch is performed mainly by the edge
detectors, the 2.5D Sketch is more focused on region/texture segmentation while
the last step, the most difficult one even now for computer systems, is performed
by (among others) pattern recognition and scene understanding/interpretation
algorithms.
After reviewing vision history, one can better understand the steps performed
by computer systems and the concepts they are based on. Although psychology
and image processing seem two very different fields, they are somehow related: the
former are the foundations and basis of the latter. Such influence may be noticed
for various topics such as Color Perception, in which the CIE L*a*b color space
was created to correspond to the brain stimulus; or JPEG image compression
and encoding, where frequencies on the image are encoded depending on their
perceptual importance. In other words, modern psychology states the basis to
develop automated computer vision systems.
Vision, per se, covers a wide range of topics. This project focuses on some aspects
of depth perception for which an introduction is presented in the following section.
1.1.2 Depth Perception
Depth perception, as a field of scene understanding, is the one of the most difficult
part of image processing, either for the brain or for a computer. History of depth
perception is not as rich as the overall vision process. Some consensus exists about
the main processes acting to achieve a 3D scene construction from 2D images.
The step is to separate the different cases that may appear where observing a
19
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scene. It is possible to distinguish three different cases, each of them involving its
advantages and drawbacks.
Multiple Views: This case occurs either in natural human vision or in multiple
camera systems. It provides multiple points of view of the same scene. In the
case of humans, these two viewpoints correspond to the eyes; for computers,
there can be more than two viewpoints
Monocular View: A single point of view is present. This situation can be found
also in nature (animals with one eye on each side of the head) or in computer
systems (for instance, viewing a photo in a LED display).
Motion Information: This type of information can be associated to either mul-
tiple or monocular views. The particularity resides in the temporal informa-
tion that can be gathered. As in the first two cases, motion information is
present in nature or in computer systems equipped with video devices.
Motion information will be discussed in Section 1.1.2.3. For the other two cases,
depth perception is easier with multiple views than with only one image. it is
commonly agreed that depth perception initially relies on cues, such as image
structure or disparity. Sections 1.1.2.1 and 1.1.2.2 present some of these depth
cues that help humans reconstruct the three-dimensional world.
1.1.2.1 Multiple View Vision
Multiple view appears naturally in humans with only two points of view. This
kind of structure is known as stereo vision: only two points of view are available
and very close together. Although there are popular systems, such as the 3D
cinema, which uses stereo vision, systems relying on multiple viewpoints (more
than 2) usually perform more robustly. Obviously, a system with more than two
viewpoints is impossible to have for human vision. Architectures with more points
of view are only available in computer-aided systems.
Two types of cues can be found to infer the depth from a pair of (or more) images.
Note that cues that are strictly monocular may also work in the multiple view
case. These cues will be commented in Section 1.1.2.2.
Vergence: In humans, the visual axes of the eyes (cameras) must converge on
the observed object to allow to focus and to infer the depth information. Note
that situations in which the eyes do not converge correspond to peripheral vision.
Although humans can see outside the main focused object, their ability to detect
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shapes and depth decreases abruptly outside a field of view of approximately 30
degrees. Peripheral vision is used to detect rapid movements and the background
structure, but humans must focus objects to examine them carefully [12]. From
the eyes muscles, humans may infer if they are focusing a near of far object.
Binocular Disparity: When two cameras located at different positions observe
the same scene, the created images are closely related. Normally, large regions of
both images can be matched as shown in Figure 1.3. From the displacement of
the matched region and the knowledge of the camera positions, it is possible to
infer the absolute depth of the objects present in the scene. The use of only two
points of view may introduce some uncertainty areas. these areas are regions that
can be observed only from one point of view. Therefore, in these areas disparity is
not available. If the uncertainty regions needs to be reduced, this can be achieved
gradually by introducing more cameras.
1.1.2.2 Monocular Vision
Monocular vision does not occur only in computer vision. Animals that have one
eye on each side of the head, can only rely on monocular cues to detect depth.
There is an evolutionary theory stating that animals that need high precision in
their fast movements (such as predators) have their eyes coupled to permit stereo
vision, while animals which do not (as herbivores) can rely only on monocular cues
[13].
It is important to note that the cues acting for monocular vision may work together
with multiple viewpoints. Humans, for example, a part from disparity, they can
take advantage of monocular depth cues. To infer depth using only one image,
there are several cues which can be used, and some of them are presented here.
Figure 1.3: From left to right: left image, right image and true depth map. The
depth map can be constructed from binocular disparity.
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Relative Size: If two objects are known to be of the same class (e.g. two
persons) but their absolute size is unknown within a degree of variability, the two
objects observed size in the image can provide information about their relative
depth. From the viewpoint (a camera, for example) the observed size of an object
is measured by the visual angle occupied on the field of view. The bigger object
will appear to be nearer, Figure 1.4.
Familiar Size: If some insights are known about the size, some suppositions
about their absolute depth can be inferred, Figure 1.4. This cue is strongly related
with the previous one. As the visual angle projected to the camera (or retina)
decreases with distance, the lesser the area is occupied in the image, the further
appears the object. This cue is only applicable with prior learning of the objects,
such as persons, cars and several other familiar things from which its size can be
approximated.
Aerial Perspective and Contrast: This cue is observed in very specific situa-
tions, where the scene extend may reach several kilometers. Typically, when one
observes a landscape, points very far away appear blurred and with low contrast.
This blurring is due to the effects of the atmosphere, making further away points
to fade into the same color than the sky. Although it can be used to distinguish
relative depth, this cue is very approximate since the effects of the sky will differ
from one place to another, or even from day to day at the same place.
Since now several cues have been discussed. To be able to use them in a
computer-based system, some prior knowledge has to be introduced. Size and
aerial perspectives cues work on very specific situations and, for them to work, a
Figure 1.4: Examples of relative size curse. Left: Balls, all of them similar appear
to be one behind the other due to its relative size. (right) Persons, as the size of
a person is approximately known, people at the end of the queue appear to be
further apart (right)
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previous analysis of the scene should be done. For example, to classify depth with
the relative size, some detector of known objects need to be used, and to use the
aerial perspective a supposition about the scene needs to be specified.
Other types of cues, however, are known to be very effective to order depth but,
differing from the previously commented, they work on low-level image features,
such as the geometric structure. Five of these cues (there may be other, but less
important) are perspective, occlusion, convexity, texture gradient and shading.
Perspective: This cue is closely related to what is called vanishing point. Due
to the projection of the 3D-world into the image plane, parallel lines in the real
scene appearing the 2D image as lines crossing at a common point. This effect
appears mostly in lines perpendicular to the image plane. Lines parallel to the
image plane do not experiment this effect. Needless to say, the closer are the lines
observed in the image, the further they appear to be.
Occlusion: Occlusion is known to be a strong depth cue and it is found locally in
some special points, known at T-junctions [14]. These kind of points are created
thanks to the projection of the real world scene to a visualization plane. If an
object is between the point of view and two other objects or regions, it is likely
that a T-junction will be created. As an example, in Figure 1.5, when projecting
spheres in the real world into circles in the image, some intersections (juntions)
are created where generally three objects meet. Locally, in this intersections, the
boundaries of the objects define the junction angle characteristics. If occlusion
is perceived, this angle configuration is somewhat specific, although the depth
ordering is not straightforward to state. Normally (but not always), the region
belonging to the object lying closer to the viewpoint will form almost a flat angle.
The other two regions will form two arbitrary but similar angles. In Figure 1.5,
it can be seen that, in the marked T-junction, the red region, R2, occupies most
of the local window, shaping a nearly perfect 180 degree boundary with the other
regions.
From among all the types of junctions, there are some which will indicate
stronger signs of occlusion than others. For instance, stronger T-junctions appear
when the two rear regions, although not having any restriction about the angle,
form a smallest angle bigger that 40 degrees; below from that, the perception of
depth may be decreased rapidly, [15]. [15] states that the detection of these points
is difficult locally and some global reasoning from the image structure is needed.
Moreover, the scale to correctly classify T-junctions greatly depends on the image
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Figure 1.5: T-junction examples. In the left image: locally, region R2 is the one
forming the largest angle, appearing to be over R1 and R3. At the right image,
the depth ordering is inverted, since the sky region is forming the largest angle
but belongs to the background.
nature (synthetic or natural) and many other factors such as colors, angles, etc.
If no global reasoning is done, T-junction depth order cannot be reliably set. For
example, textures may generate color differences which, at a small image extent,
can replicate the region angle configuration. In Figure 1.6 some of these examples
may be observed.
A imple classification on T-junction can be done, depending on their local depth
ordering: the normal and the inverted. . The former class is when the region
forming the largest angle is the foreground. The latter class is when the opposite
Figure 1.6: T-junction counterexample. Stripes in the tiger form junctions with
the background, but the foreground regions are the smallest ones. The same case
appears whith the golfer black and pink clothes with the green background.
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depth order is found. Locally, both types of junctions have the same feature
configurations. However, humans interpret correctly the types of junctions easily.
Convexity: Convexity is also a good sign for perceptual organization in an im-
age. Psychological studies such as [16, 17, 18] aim to prove that natural objects
which present convex shapes appear to be int the foreground, while the concave
ones seem to lie in the background. Convexity also helps in object segmentation.
In [19], is stated that natural objects such as persons, animals, trees... are mainly
composed of convex parts. When facing an image, the human visual system first
detects the object boundaries. The shape of an object will be characterized by its
curvature. This curvature will be positive in object extremities such as the legs or
the head, and negative otherwise. From the curvature characteristics, the overall
shape is divided into smaller parts at the points of negative minima curvature.
This concept cap also be extended to meshes. That is, the minima rule [20, 21]
is a procedure for dividing a shape/mesh into simpler subparts, at the points of
high curvature.
For instance, taking [22] as an example of segmenting an object into simpler sub-
parts, Figure 1.7 shows a horse mesh. The segmentation, as expected, breaks the
overall animal into its most salient and relevant parts only taking points of minima
curvature into account.
As a result, objects in the scene may present points of high positive curvature
(and thus locally convex) and points of high negative curvature (perceived locally
as concave). Thus, to decide if an object is the foreground or background region,
humans integrate along the overall shape the local convexity decisions. The overall
decision will depend on the averaged sign of the curvature/convexity.
Although convexity may present a correct approach for depth perception, like oc-
Figure 1.7: Horse figure segmented into regions according to convexity and the
minima rule.
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clusion, it also permits to determine the relative depth order. Usually, shape cues
are weaker than occlusion cues. The human vision system will then first use oc-
clusion to structure the image. After this first step, if no occlusion relation can
be inferred from a set of image regions, the foreground/ background relations are
inferred mainly from convexity shapes.
Lightning and Shading: Retrieving depth in some specific situations can also
be done by means of analyzing the reflectivity of objects and the casted shadows.
The work in [23] summarizes the computational techniques to do it but, as always,
humans are much more effective in this area [24]. Nevertheless, there are strong
assumptions made about the scene when relying on this cue. First, only one light
source may be present and second, this light source is shining from above.
These assumptions come from the fact that in most natural images, the light struc-
ture conforms to this model, i.e. the sun shines from the top. There is however,
a huge literature on this topic and in [25, 26] some computational approaches are
proposed.
Texture Gradient: The texture gradient [27] is defined to be the distortion in
size experimented by regions close to the point of view with respect to regions far
way, Figure 1.8. Texture by itself, is also known to help in image segmentation
and object differentiation. To represent texture two approaches are used in the
literature: frequency/space oriented filter banks (in which Gabor filters, [28], is a
particular case) and Markov Random Fields, (MRF)’s. However, to compute the
texture gradient, the former approach is much more used. Generally, it will be
defined as the increase on frequency of close image regions [29, 30].
Normally, under known light and camera conditions, texture gradient offers the
possibility to infer the three dimensional shape of the objects, providing the ab-
solute depth of their surfaces. If no information about the camera and lighting
properties are available, still some insights about the surface orientation may be
estimated [30].
Other secondary cues: A part from the cues exposed above, there are other
minor cues which may help to infer depth in specific situations. These cues can
be peripheral vision, accommodation, retinal image size, height in the visual field
[31]. Although they can also be used, they are not considered to be as important
as the other ones because of the low-rate appearance in natural scenes or their
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Figure 1.8: Texture gradient examples. Notice the incrementing high frequencies
when the surfaces move away from the camera.
lack of reliability. Nevertheless, if a complete system must be built, some of them
should be included as they also give some cues about depth organization.
1.1.2.3 The Effect of Motion
It is also widely known that, if temporal information is available, the depth of the
scene may also be obtained (even if only one viewpoint is available). Needless to
say, all the cues presented in Section 1.1.2.2 remain valid throughout this section.
For example, [32, 33] combine occlusion cues with motion to retrieve depth. In [34],
video sequences are segmented into layers according to their depth. Additionally,
the presence of motion often offers some cues which cannot be inferred from a
single still image. Temporal analysis may be seen as a particular case of multiple
view, [35], but with some unique characteristics. To infer the depth from motion,
the motion of the camera has to be known. If that’s not the case, objects moving
in the scene may be placed in incorrect positions. Two of the most representative
cues relying on motion are motion parallax and depth from motion. Motion also
can be applied with occlusion, providing high reliable depth interpretations.
Motion Parallax When the observer moves, the relative movement of objects
in the scene with respect to the point of view may give hints about their relative or
absolute distance if some parameters are known, [36, 37]. In the projected image,
normally, if the background is still (not inherently moving) objects far away will
be displaced much less than objects being near the observer. A typical example
of this situation is the view from a train window. If one would look through a
lateral window, far objects will appear to be much more fixed that objects near
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the train.
Depth from Motion Depth from motion is also a cue present only when several
images are available. It is strongly related to the relative/familiar size monocular
depth cues as it also relates the sizes of regions and objects in the scene. It could
be said that, if motion parallax is created when the observer moves parallel to
the image projection plane; depth from motion is created when the objects move
(relative to each other) in a direction which is parallel to the view axis. During
such movement, objects grow and shrink, depending on whether the observer
moves away from or get closer to the object. This situation offers two types of
cues. First, if the objects change their size, they also change their depth. Second,
depending on the degree of change it is also possible to known which objects are
nearer than the others.
Occlusion and Motion Occlusion and motion, combined together may offer
good estimations about the scene structure. Given two consecutive frames from
a video, occlusions are points in one frame which have no corresponding point
in the other frame. Therefore, there exist two kind of points: the occluding and
the occluded. Generally, occluding points are present in the second frame but
not in the first. Occluded points appear in the first but not in the second. The
problem with these two kinds of points is that, to estimate their depth, they must
be assigned to regions where their depth is known. The work in [38] proposes a
method for motion segmentation using occlusions.
1.2 State of the Art
Monocular depth perception is a fairly new field of study in computer vision, and
can also be viewed as an image structure reconstruction process. This is a fairly
open and wide problem and many applications and objectives may arise. In this
project, an architecture for depth estimation will be proposed. As an extension
of the system, given a depth map, a foreground/background segregation scheme
is also proposed.
1.2.1 On Depth Perception
One of the first works which tried to recover the image structure was presented in
[39], but reference points were needed. These reference points were not calculated
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but introduced manually. In [40], instead of the overall depth organization, a com-
putation of the scale of the image (i.e. mean depth) was proposed. Focusing on
algorithms that recover absolute/relative depth of regions in the image, two main
classes of approached can be identified. The first type corresponds to learning-
based architectures, where systems are trained against a ground-truth database,
gathering information for its posterior use. Usually the learnt information deals
with region features such as mean color, texture and/or shape descriptors, among
others. In the learning based approaches it is possible to find [1], [2] and [3]. In
[1] the authors oversegment the image and compute color, texture and shape fea-
tures for each region. Moreover, the set of features are computed using several
resolutions and, after it, a probabilistic model is built upon these characteristics.
The model conforms to a Markov Random Field (MRF) and the learning is done
by maximizing the value of the probability density function on the ground truth
dataset. Results are shown in Figure 1.9, showing a good performance on the
author’s test dataset. The algorithm in [2] adopts a similar approach. From an
initial watershed segmentation using a gradient map obtained from [41], the al-
gorithm proposes an iterative scheme. At each iteration, the system computes a
set of region features and merges all the regions sharing weak boundaries. The
Figure 1.9: Results of the algorithm in [1]. The second column represents the range
images measured with a laser. Second and third column are the results from two
different models of MRF, a Gaussian and a Laplacian model. Red/Orange means
closer and blue corresponds to further regions.
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strength of the boundaries are inferred using a Conditional Random Field (CRF).
The system is focused on recovering occlusion boundaries from which absolute
and relative depth can be extracted. Results are presented on Figure 1.10. Ob-
ject boundaries are much more precisely defined than in[1]. The recent work [3]
performs the depth estimation by relying on previously semantic labels found by
an external classifier. The system assumes several camera and picture constraints,
such as the focal length and the vertical axis absolute position. From the ground
truth semantic labels, the prior distributions for each label class are learned to
help in differentiating objects and orientate (horizontal or vertical) predicted sur-
faces. As shown in Figure 1.11, the algorithm classifies the most common types
of surfaces (sky, building, ground, etc.) and from this prior classification, the
absolute depth is inferred.
The second type of systems, where [4] can be included, uses no training but
focuses their efforts on the detection of relative depth cues such as occlusion or
convexity to order the objects in the scene. Note that occlusion does not permit
to infer absolute depth as learning approaches may offer, but is more generic as it
does not assume anything about the type of scene. In [4], two main approaches are
considered. the first one is based on a pixel representation of the image whereas the
second is region-based. Both architectures begin with a prior cue detection step. In
this step, convexity and occlusion points were estimated in the image. These points
provide a local estimate of the depth gradient. In order to have an estimation of
the depth for the entire image, the local information is propagated. For this
propagation, two different strategies are proposed. The first relies on extending
initial local depth values by means of a neighborhood filter, until stabilization. The
Ground Truth Result Ground Truth Result
Figure 8. Ground truth and final occlusion boundary results (see Figure 9 for legend). From top-left clockwise, the efficiency and conser-
vation values are (-0.22, 0.95), (-1.59, 0.93), (0, 0.68), (-0.35, 0.54). The lower-left image is the result with the lowest pixel accuracy out
of the test images with ground truth.
Figure 9. Examples of boundary and depth map results. Blue lines denote occlusion boundary estimates, arrows indicate which region
(left) is in front, and black hatch marks show where an object is thought to contact the ground. On the right, we display the minimum and
maximum depth estimates (red = close, blue = far).
Figure 10. Object popout. We show five out of the fifteen most “solid” regions in the Geometric Context dataset. Our algorithm often finds
foreground objects, which would be helpful for unsupervised object discovery [21].
Figure 1.10: Results of the algorithm in [2]. Boundaries found by the algorithm
are also overlaid on the color images. The two depth images for each scene refer to
the maximum and minimum depth estimation values. Red/Orange means closer
and blue corresponds to further regions.
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Figure 6. Some qualitative depth reconstructions from our model showing (from left to right) the image, semantic overlay, ground truth
depth measurements, and our predicted depths. Legend shows semantic color labels and depth scale.
Finally, our current approach relies on accurate ground
truth data for learning the parameters of our linear regres-
sion model and prior strengths. This is hampered by the lim-
itation imposed by real-world depth sensors and the quality
of existing datasets. We aim to extend our model to learn
from richer data sources including synthetic data (e.g., from
ray-traced scenes) and weakly labeled images (e.g., with the
height of only a few objects labeled).
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Figure 1.11: At the top row the pdf of the position of each class of surface are
presented. .From left to righ : sky, tr , road, gr ss, water, building, mountain and
foreground class labels. R d values are higher probabilities, while blue represent
low values. The next three rows present the results of the algorithm in [3]. For
each scene (first and fifth columns), results are (from left to right): predicted
surface labels, measured ground truth depth map and predicted depth map. For
the depth imag s, red means further and blue corresp nds to closer regions.
second is based on a region growing approach, whe e pixels are merged iteratively.
With this approach, the authors introduce the concept of region incompatibility
for regions containing pixels of differe t depth planes as well as conflict resolution
with contradictory local cues. Results of this system are presented in Figure 1.12.
The State of the Art for depth estimation presented here reflects the difficulty
of the problem. The learning-based approached seem to work well on situations
already seen. However, the huge amount of different situations encourages to use
low-level, more general, cues to address the problem. Additionally, results on [3]
suggest that more information than the image structure (the surface class labels,
for instance) is needed. The main problem when relying on low-level cues is that
they are quite difficult to detect locally. In contrast to [1, 2, 3], the proposed
work will work without assuming any scene structure, detecting occlusion and
convexities cues as [4].
1.2.2 On Figure/Ground Classification
Inferring depth planes from an image may be also seen as a perceptual organization
of the regions of the image. A simpler organization is the known figure/ground
assignment problem, where for each previously known boundary (human marked
or estimated), the front and back regions are assigned. This is also known as the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.19: Results obtained by performing the two proposed approaches. (a) Original image.
(b) T-junction detection. (c) Depth ordering obtained by using the diﬀusion based framework. (d)
Depth ordering obtained by using the region-merging based framework.
Figure 1.12: Results of the algorithm in [4]. White means closer regions and black
corresponds to the further ones. The second column shows the local cues detected.
boundary ownership problem, and many approaches have been proposed in the
literature [5, 6, 7]. The work on [5] was one of the first to deal with this problem.
From the several approaches that [5] offered, the one which performs the best is
again a learning based approach. First, the algorithm clusters boundary shapes
into what the authors called shapemes. Afterwards, a model using a CRF is
learned to ensure global consistency on junctions (junctions are considered as the
boundary points with high curvature and the ones where three or more boundaries
meet). The boundaries used on the overall process are either obtained from human
segmentations or by thresholding values [41]. The results are shown in Figure 1.13
The approach in [6] comes from a completely different perspective. First, a prob-
abilistic model is stated by means of empirical observation on the data. Once the
model is trained, the system infers the probability of the depth of the boundary
points. Using a CRF, the global joint probability si maximized. After the proba-
bility of the segments’ depth is maximized, the ownership of a curve is determined
according to the depths of the neighboring image segments. The closer regions
are assigned the owner of the boundaries. The last approach, found in [7], is a
joint image segmentation and figure/ground labeling process. The concept lying
behind [7] is to add order to the segmentation boundaries, which is solved by
means of Angular Embedding, [42], a novel technique that relate the local lumi-
nance in different regions of an image to obtain the global perceptual brightness.
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Fig. 10. Results based on Pb boundaries. Shown here are the images, the Pb edge
map, figure/ground labels from the local shapeme model (average accuracy 64.9%), and
labels from the global CRF model (average accuracy 68.9%). Without using human-
marked segmentations, the results are more noisy and less consistent. Nevertheless the
local shapeme model applies without any difficulty, and global inference on a bottom-up
contour/junction structure still significantly improves performance.
Figure 1.13: Results of the algorithm in [5]. The second column represents the
Pb boundaries. The third and fourth columns are the results from averaging local
depth cues (third) and when the global CRF is applied (fourth).
(a) (b)
Figure 5. Sample results for (a) human-marked curves, and (b) au-
tomatically generated curves. Green denotes correct, red denotes
incorrect, and blue denotes unmatched curve pixels. The original
color images are shown here in gray-scale so that the curves can
be seen clearly.
Cues Performance
Convexity 71.4% (68.4%)
Lower region 64.1% (61.9%)
Fold/cut 71.8% (69.2%)
Parallelism 64.7% (52.4%)
Curve (Vi) 80.7% (78.1%)
Junction (V y) 70.2%
Curve + junction 82.1%
All 82.8%
Table 1. Performance evaluation on the human-marked segmen-
tations for various cue combinations. The non-parenthesized fig-
ures report the performance under the proposed model (2.1D). The
parenthesized figures report the performance when the curves are
independently assigned the label of higher likelihood conditioned
on the corresponding curve c e(s).
curve end to the curve end closest to it or to its closest
point on the image boundary, whichever was closer. A sim-
ilar heuristic was used in [15] for constructing the junction
graph. In order to transfer the ground truth labels from the
human-marked curves to the automatically generated ones,
we matched each pixel on the latter curves to its closest
pixel on the former curves, while allowing a maximal Eu-
clidean distance between matched pixels (0.75% of the im-
age diagonal, which is about 4.3 pixels). Then, we trans-
ferred the ground truth labels according to the local curve
orientations at the corresponding pixels1. Sample results
are shown in Fig. 5(b).
As in [15], we measured the figure/ground assignment
accuracy as the ratio between the number of correctly la-
beled pixels to the total number of pixels for which the
ground truth label was transferred. This yielded 69.1% ac-
curacy. Although this accuracy percentage for the automati-
cally generated curves is similar to that in [15] (68.9%), the
two methods might not perform similarly for such curves
because of differences between the generated curves here
and in [15] and because of the noted difference in the pixel
matching process.
5. Discussion
A new method for estimating the figure/ground labels of
boundary curves in images was proposed. The main nov-
elty of the method lies in its use of the 2.1D model. The
method estimates the ordinal depths of the image segments
1A similar process was carried out in [15], except that the matching
between the pixels was bipartite. Bipartite matching between ground truth
data and noisy data is more suitable under the condition that each ground
truth datum generates at most one noisy datum. Looking at the ground
truth and generated edge maps, we concluded that this condition does not
hold and so we opted for the other matching method. Note also that a
bipartite matching might match only a fraction of a noisy tortuous curve
to its corresponding true, smooth curve. This will reduce the weight of the
curve in the overall accuracy evaluation, which might bias the evaluation
positively since the labeling of noisy curves is more likely to be wrong.
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incorrect, and blue denotes unmatched curve pixels. The original
color images are shown here in gray-scale so that the curves can
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Cues Performance
Convexity 71.4% (68.4%)
Lower region 64.1% (61.9%)
Fold/cut 71.8% (69.2%)
Parallelism 64.7% (52.4%)
Curve (Vi) 80.7% (78.1%)
Junction (V y) 70.2%
Curve + junction 82.1%
All 82.8%
Table 1. Performance evaluation on the human-marked segmen-
tations for various cue combinations. The non-parenthesized fig-
ures report the performance under the proposed model (2.1D). The
parenthesized figures report the performance when the curves are
independently assigned the label of higher likelihood conditioned
on the corresponding curve cue(s).
curve end to the curve end closest to it or to its closest
point on the image boundary, whichever was closer. A sim-
ilar heuristic was used in [15] for constructing the junction
graph. In order to transfer the ground truth labels from the
human-marked curves to the automatically generated ones,
we matched each pixel on the latter curves to its closest
pixel on the former curves, while allowing a maximal Eu-
clidean distance between matched pixels (0.75% of the im-
age diagonal, which is about 4.3 pixels). Then, we trans-
ferred the ground truth labels according to the local curve
orientations at the corresponding pixels1. Sample results
are shown in Fig. 5(b).
As in [15], we measured the figure/ground assignment
accuracy as the ratio between the number of correctly la-
beled pixels to the total number of pixels for which the
ground truth label was transferred. This yielded 69.1% ac-
curacy. Although this accuracy percentage for the automati-
cally generated curves is similar to that in [15] (68.9%), the
two methods might not perform similarly for such curves
because of differences between the generated curves here
and in [15] and because of the noted difference in the pixel
matching process.
5. Discussion
A new method for estimating the figure/ground labels of
boundary curves in images was proposed. The main nov-
elty of the method lies in its use of the 2.1D model. The
method estimates the ordinal depths of the image segments
1A similar process was carried out in [15], except that the matching
between the pixels was bipartite. Bipartite matching between ground truth
data and noisy data is more suitable under the condition that each ground
truth datum generates at most one noisy datum. Looking at the ground
truth and generated edge maps, we concluded that this condition does not
hold and so we opted for the other matching method. Note also that a
bipartite matching might match only a fraction of a noisy tortuous curve
to its corresponding true, smooth curve. This will reduce the weight of the
curve in the overall accuracy evaluation, which might bias the evaluation
positively since the labeling of noisy curves is more likely to be wrong.
Figure 1.14: Results of the algorithm in [6]. Th first column rrespond to the
results of the algorithm applied on human marked segmentations. the econd col-
umn shows results from automatic generated boundaries. Green are the correctly
assigned figure/ground labeling, red are incorrect, and blu a e the bou daries
which could not be matched.
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The algorithm also works with an external boundary detector such as the one pro-
posed in [43]. The results obtained with this technique can be found in Figure 1.15.
The human performance on figure/ground segregation is assumed to be around
88%. Since it is a fairly new field of study, depth perception and figure/ground
organization are considered to be an open problem. Still, state of the art results in
figure/ground are around 65-70% of correct boundary predictions, leaving much
room for improvement. Nevertheless, since there is also a perceptual component,
each subject may perceive scenes in different ways, depending on the objects on
the scene, thus making it difficult for computers to deal with inconsistencies.
In this work, the problem of perceptual image structure is considered to be an
immediate extension of the depth organization, considering foreground objects
(figure) to be the objects placed in front others with respect to the point of view.
The novelty of the proposed approach is that the problem is addressed from a
region-based framework, unlike the other commented algorithms.
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10 Segmentation and Figure/Ground Organization using Angular Embedding
invariant). Clustering these descriptors using K-means (with K = 64) yields a
vocabulary of shapemes [24], which capture local contour configuration. A point
of interest on a test contour is described by the vector measuring the similarity
of its Geometric Blur descriptor to each of the shapemes.
We transfer human figure/ground labeling to the automatically generated
nonmax-suppressed mPb contours using bipartite matching of edge pixels. We
then train a logistic-regression classifier f that predicts local figure/ground as-
signment using the vector of shapeme similarities. This learned classifier performs
at 62% accuracy, similar to the 65% accuracy reported by Ren et al. [24] for their
local classifier. Figure 5 shows example human-annotated training data for this
task and Figure 6 demonstrates local figure/ground predictions and recovered
global ordering. In order to take only fairly reliable predictions into account dur-
ing globalization, we sample edge locations (x, y) for which mPb(x, y) > τ and
only run the local figure/ground classifier at those locations. We set τ = 0.3.
Fig. 6. Local to global figure/ground. Left: Image. Middle: Local figure/ground
assignment by our shape-based classifier for the most salientmPb [17] contours. Vectors
drawn from edge points indicate the predicted figural side by their red tip. Vector length
corresponds to classifier confidence. Right: Recovered global figural ordering.
Figure 1.15: Results of the algorithm in [7]. The second column represents the
local figure/ rou d classifi r based only on c ntours. At ea h boundary point, the
green lines point to the figure perceived region. The third column shows the global
figure/ground assignment, with red and blue meaning nearer (figure) and further
(ground) respectively.
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2 Motivation and Organization
2.1 Motivation
Monocular depth ordering systems are currently an active field of research in the
image processing and computer vision field. While most of the works assume some
image structures, there are very few that perform the depth ordering task under
the supposition of Gestalt cues. The proposed system is motivated by the work
[4], refusing a learning based approach. The previously cited work is also based
on occlusion relations to retrieve a depth ordering of the objects on the scene.
The proposed approach, however, redefined some of the concepts such as the
depth order provided by T-junctions. The discontinuity on depth is not ques-
tioned, but the depth order is not straightforward to decide by a merely local
decision. That is, the region forming the largest angle is not always closer to
the viewer. Instead, the order depends on all the nearby T-junctions involving
the same region. The work [4] relied on external, state of the art, junction de-
tectors working with hard thresholds. The problem with pixel-based detectors is
that some difficult junction points are not detected but the use of a region-based
approach can overcome some of these cases.
As said in Section 1.1, many vision theories state that the human perception is a
Bayesian inference process. To adequate the proposed algorithm to existing vision
theories, our work states a a probabilistic framework to detect T-junctions and
order image regions according to depth. Moreover, human scene interpretation is
known to be a cooperative process of smaller problems such edge detection, texture
recognition, cue inference, etc. For this reason, a hierarchical image representation
is performed jointly with T-junction detection; and depth ordering is computed
while finding a possible image segmentation. The following section outlines the
presentation of the work.
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2.2 Organization
The proposed system attempts to recover the relative depth of images by working
on low-level depth cues. From the depth order image, the figure/ground labelings
are assigned for contour points. Similar to [4], the algorithm does not rely on a
priori information. Instead, it is based only on simple Gestalt principles for depth
perception. Moreover, only occlusion and convexity cues are used to discriminate
depth regions in the images. The region-based algorithm in [4] has three clear
steps. First, estimation of T-junction points and convexity cues is performed. Sec-
ond, the image is segmented using a region growing technique. In the last step
the relative depth for each region is determined, resolving conflicts appeared due
to contradictory cues.
The proposed approach differs from [4] in two basic aspects. Due to the difficulty
of detecting local depth cues, the first and second steps are merged. The region
growing approach is done by means of a Binary Partition Tree (BPT) and the T-
junction estimation is performed within the tree construction. The BPT creation
process is considered to be complementary with the T-junction estimation since
the former defines the regions and the latter evaluates if these regions are indeed
different objects in the scene. Once the BPT is constructed, the depth estimation
is performed by an iterative minimization of a defined energy function. Results
obtained with only low-level occlusion cues are comparable with the state of the
art systems that use learning and, therefore, higher level information. This is a
clear advantage since no a priori information is needed and no scene assumptions
are made.
This manuscript is organized as follows. In the following part of the manuscript,
the algorithm architecture is exposed in two parts: the construction and the prun-
ing. In Chapter 3, the models used for the BPT construction are presented, along
with the region similarity measure, a key concept in the BPT structure. Chapter 4
exposes the construction process and the T-junction candidate points estimation,
focusing on the details for the different characteristics that these points have (color,
angle and curvature structure). Concluding with the algorithm, in Chapter 5, the
process of depth reasoning with the previously constructed BPT is explained. Fi-
nally, in Chapter 6 the results are presented on synthetic and natural images. The
algorithm is compared quantitatively with state of the art figure/ground segrega-
tion approaches. Due to the lack of a ground truth database for relative depth,
depth estimation results are qualitatively compared with absolute depth retrieval
systems.
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3 System Models
Before starting to comment the system architecture and the processing, it is im-
portant to define the basic models used by the algorithm. Section 3.1 states the
basic concepts for the used core structure, the Binary Partition Tree (BPT).
3.1 The Binary Partition Tree
In most image processing applications, an image is viewed as a set of pixels placed
on a planar grid. This low level and unstructured representation only offers the
possibility to use simple algorithms due to the large number of pixels composing
the whole image. Moreover, the representation does not describe the spatial com-
position and does not provide support to easily handle semantic notion. In the
recent years, there has been an increasing interest to consider the image as a set
of superposed regions. Thus, a region-based representation has to be computed
from the pixel level.
Since the information in an image may be present at different scales, the image
representation should be able to deal with different levels of detail. This char-
acteristic is obtained by constructing a hierarchical set of regions. To generate
such regions, two main approaches handle the problem either with a top-down or
a bottom-up perspective. The former initially considers the image as a unique
region and then, splits iteratively the newly created regions to obtain the final
partition. The latter considers the pixels as a starting point and the final regions
will grow from these initial seeds. Among the literature, examples of these systems
can be found in[44, 45, 46].
The most common hierarchical structure to use is a tree. The simplest form of a
tree, known as the BPT, was proposed in [47] and proved to be fast and efficient.
The BPT per se is an abstract concept used in a wide variety of algorithms. Some
of its applications are, for example, classification, regression and clustering. One
of its uses in image processing is image representation. The BPT is a structured
representation of the image regions that can be obtained from an initial parti-
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tion. The BPT is constructed using a bottom-up merging approach. At each
iteration, two adjacent regions are merged to form a parent region containing the
two merged ones. The pair of regions to be merged are chosen according a sim-
ilarity measure. When the BPT is constructed, the leaves of the tree represent
the regions belonging to the initial partition and the root node refers to the entire
image. The remaining tree nodes represent the intermediate regions formed due
to the merging process used to construct the BPT.
Prior to BPT definition, an image model is needed. Basically, the image model
is the pixel type, also known as color space. To construct a BPT, four region
concepts must be presented:
Models: Since the BPT is a region-based representation, the region and image
models should be clearly defined. A region by itself is a set of 4-connected
pixels. The region model is built to to exploit region characteristics. For
example, common choices to represent regions are color and contour infor-
mation, but these may vary for each implementation.
Adjacency: Adjacent regions are region sharing at least one pixel edge. Edges
are considered to be the points between two pixels. Region adjacency is
then defined as 4-connected. There may be other possibilities, such as an
8-connected adjacency, but they are not considered in this work.
Hierarchy: The hierarchy of regions is defined as the parent region to be the
union of its two son regions. This parent relationship can be extended to
more than one level, relating a node with all of its descendants and viceversa.
This is a key concept for a BPT because the hierarchical organization allows
to look at the image with different resolutions.
Similarity: A metric should be defined to compare adjacent regions. This met-
ric will vary depending on the region models chosen and should somehow
measure the similarity between two regions.
The BPT construction algorithm we will use in this work relies on an iterative
approach. At each iteration, the two most similar neighboring regions are merged,
creating a new father region. When creating a parent region, this regions preserves
the adjacency relations of both sons with other regions. This process is repeated
until only one region representing the whole image is left.
The following sections present the image and region model. The color space used
is exposed in Section 3.1.1. The region model is defined in Section 3.1.2. Finally,
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when the BPT is constructed, some additional processing on the tree is needed to
obtain a final representation/result for a given application.
3.1.1 Image Model
3.1.1.1 Color Space
When considering the image color space, several choices are possible. Usually, im-
ages are stored using the RGB color space but processing within this space is not
the optimal choice. The RGB model presents high correlation between channels,
so redundant information is processed three times. To eliminate this spectral re-
dundancy, a transformation of the color space may be used. The two more popular
ones are the Y UV and the CIE Lab, [48].
Although both transforms are suitable to deal with uncorrelated channels (lumi-
nance and chrominance) there are several and important differences. The first but
less important one, is that the Y UV transformation is a linear combination of the
primary RGB colors while the Lab is based on the psycho-physic process involved
in the human eyes and brain. As a consequence, the second difference between
color spaces is that the Lab color space is perceptually defined. Since the RGB
or the Y UV are not defined in this way, two pixels with different RGB or Y UV
values may seem equal to the human eye [49]. The Lab color space was designed
to solve this problem: the numerical distance between two colors is directly pro-
portional to the perceptual difference between this pair of colors.
The difference between pixel values is defined as the euclidean distance between
color vectors. Although the CIELab standard was carefully revised there are
strong criticisms, specially about the distance and the distinguishable threshold.
First, the standard defined distance in [50] was modified in [51]. The results
showed that some compensation was needed to maintain the perceptual corre-
spondence between pair of colors. Second, the Just Noticeable Difference (JND)
in [49] was said to be 2.3 instead of 1 as the standard [50] proposed. In practice,
these two modifications are subtle changes and they do not have much influence
when comparing colors. As a result, the CIELab color space is used in this project
to represent the color in the images.
3.1.2 Region Model
Generally, image regions are modeled using color characteristics. For example, in
[52] regions were modeled by their color mean while in [53, 54, 55] the region model
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was built around three mono-dimensional channel histograms. [4] also modeled
region with channel histograms, but their estimation was performed using ideas
from the non-local means algorithm proposed in [56]. In this project, a further ex-
tension is used and an adaptive multidimensional histogram is proposed in Section
3.1.2.1.
3.1.2.1 Region Histogram Model
To represent the color distribution of the regions, one could choose among several
possibilities. In contrast to [54, 52], the model chosen for this project is a single
multidimensional histogram. To our knowledge, this model has not been used
in the overall BPT construction process. Although 3D-histograms do not loose
any color information, unfortunately, their representation is very costly in mem-
ory usage. As a result, it is infeasible to work with a complete three dimensional
representation. Instead, a simplification of the 3D histogram is proposed.
To overcome the memory limitations, regions are modeled using a few representa-
tive colors (signatures) [57]. Following the MPEG-7 standard, 8 dominant colors
are a good choice to represent a whole image [58]. Therefore, the same number is
chosen to describe each region, but depending on the region color homogeneity a
lower number may suffice.
Hierarchical Signature Estimation Each signature si will be characterized
by a set of ordered pairs {(p1, c1), (p2, c2) . . . (pn, cn)} with n being at most 8.
Each pair i is composed of a representative color vector ci and its propability of
appearance pi.
Due to the hierarchical nature of the BPT regions, the most representative colors
for each region may be estimated using different approaches. The challenge of
finding the representative colors can be seen as a quantization problem. From the
initial image regions (the pixels) it is fairly easy to find illustrative colors. The
dominant colors for the initial regions are obtained using a k-means clustering
approach. But problems arise when a merging occurs. Due to the huge amount of
initial regions, an approximate solution is proposed: When two regions are merged,
a new signature is created for the parent region by joining the two underlying
signatures. If the number of representative colors exceeds the maximum (that is 8,
here), only the 8 colors with more presence (higher probabilities) are selected. If
two colors i and j are very close according to di,j = (pi+pj)×cij, they are merged
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and replaced by their weighted average. cij is defined perceptually as in [59]:
cij = 1− e−
∆i,j
γ (3.1.1)
With ∆i,j being the euclidean distance between Lab-colors ci and cj. The decay
parameter γ is set to 14.0 as in [57]. To observe the result of using this region model,
a BPT is constructed. For this specific case, the initial regions are considered to
be the pixels. The BPT construction was run until only one node is left. To show
the results of this model, a quantized image is generated and shown in Figure
3.16. Each of the image pixels is assigned the closed representative color in the
root node. The proposed histogram simplification represents each region by at
most its 8 most representative colors. The advantages over the color mean region
model are obvious: the mean color is a particularization of the signature when at
most one dominant color is allowed. Permitting more colors in the representation
grants a more accurate representation of textures and thus, similarity measures
with two regions having different color distributions but similar means would lead
to different results. The advantages over the mono-dimensional histogram region
model are twofold: First, a 3D histogram may exploit channel correlation. The
mono-dimensional model is completely valid only when the color channels are
independent. If they are not, some information about color is lost. It happens
that, in the CIE Lab color model, luminance is indeed independent, although
the two chroma channels present some relationship. Therefore, by using the full
histogram, this dependence may be exploited. Second, it is known that a 3D
histogram is generally sparse. By using an adaptive approach, the effect of noise
can be reduced and only the most representative colors are stored.
Figure 3.16: Original image (left) and the quantized image created from the BPT
construction. Each image pixel is assigned the most similar color on the signature
found in the root BPT region. The rightmost image shows the colors found, being
the percentage proportional to the height.
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3.2 General Algorithm
Typical algorithms using BPT architectures use the schema presented in 3.17.
Note that, at the input and at the output, the image representation is at the pixel
level. However, it is not the same representation because at the output, some
information will be extracted from it. For example, if the input is a color (3
channels) image, at the output it is possible to have the relative depth value in
gray level values. The algorithm is composed of three different steps, comented
below:
Tree construction As explained in Section 3.1, the structure is created bottom-
up, merging the two most similar neighboring regions at each iteration, cre-
ating a parent node containing both. Before the construction can begin,
an initial partition must be provided. Initial regions may be as small as
pixel although some simplification can be done. In figure 3.18 a simple BPT
creation process from a given initial partition can be seen.
Pruning Once the tree is created, the root of it contain the whole image. At that
moment, the relevant nodes should be extracted from the tree following a
criterion, like a rate distortion for a coding application [60] or the cost de-
fined in [53]. The pruning is a key step for a BPT algorithm as it produces
a smaller tree with relevant nodes. This step can also be considered as a
processing of the BPT representation. Filtering, segmentation, object detec-
tion, etc. may be examples of applications requiring a pruning/processing
step.
Visualization This step is posterior to the processing stages of the BPT cre-
ation/prunning. At this point, the leaf nodes of the pruned tree are pro-
cessed to obtain a new and different pixel representation. For example, each
Tree Creation Tree Pruning Visualization
Processing
Pixel Representation Tree Representation Pixel Representation
Figure 3.17: Structure of the process followed for the BPT creating and image
reconstruction
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of the remaining regions may be represented by its mean color value or by
their depth order.
To illustrate these three steps, a practical example of a complete BPT applica-
tion could be explained using Figure 3.16. In this case, the first step (the BPT
construction), is performed using the initial pixels as the initial partition. The
pruning process is performed by extracting only the root node of the created BPT.
The visualization step generates the quantized image in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 4.1: Example of Binary Partition Tree creation with a region merging algorithm.
Tree with a node whose label is 5 and that has to children nodes, 1 and 2. Then, region 5 is
merged with region 3 to create region 6. Finally, region 6 is merged with region 4 and this
crates region 7 corresponding to the region of support of the whole image. In this example,
the merging sequence is: (1, 2)|(5, 3)|(6, 4). This merging sequence progressively defines the
Binary Partition Tree as shown in Fig. 4.1. In this case the initial partition is made up of 4
regions and thus, the number of nodes of the tree is 4 + (4− 1) = 7.
In a more general case, we may start creating the tree from an initial partition P made
of NP regions. The number of mergings that are needed to obtain one region is NP − 1.
Therefore, the number of nodes of the Binary Partition Tree is thus 2NP − 1.
In practice, any region based merging algorithm may be used to create the tree. In our
work we have developed the General Merging Algorithm for that purpose. Such algorithm is
described in the next section.
4.2 General Merging Algorithm
4.2.1 Definition
The proposed strategy is based on an iterative merging algorithm on a Region Adjacency
Graph. The approach taken in this work is similar to the one presented in [46, 98]. The
novelty in this thesis is the dicussion of the elements that have to be defined to completely
specify a merging algorithm, and the eﬃcient implementation of the merging algorithm.
To completely specify a merging algorithm one has to define three notions:
Figure 3.18: BPT Creation pr cess
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4 BPT Construction
4.1 The Merging Algoritm
The construction of the BPT is done by merging regions iteratively as explained in
3.1. The order in which these regions are merged is given by a similarity measure.
Usually, this measure is based on low-level features of the regions such as color,
area, or shape. In this project, however, depth information is also introduced to
contribute to the similary measure.
The overall distance between regions is a contribution of all the features mentioned
above. Namely, the expression for the measure is:
d(R1, R2) = da(R1, R2)× (αdc(R1) + (1− α)ds(R1, R2))× dd(R1, R2) (4.1.1)
Where R1 and R2 are two arbitrary (but adjacent) regions. da stands for the area
distance. dc and ds are the color and shape measures respectively. α is the weight-
ing factor between shape and color. Its value was experimentally set to α = 0.7.
dd is the depth measure introduced.
These four contributions (area,color,shape and depth) are considered to be key
characteristics to define regions, and color is the most important feature. In prac-
tice, however, objects in the real world have more or less compact and round
shapes. The exclusive use of color distances lead to regions with unnatural shapes
so a measure evaluating the region contour is introduced. Moreover, relevant
objects in a scene present similar areas so a term addressing region size is also
included. Since the goal of this project is to estimate depth planes, the inclusion
of a depth measure attempts to differentiate different levels of depth during the
BPT construction.
The first region clue to examine is the color characteristics. Two regions are differ-
ent depending on their color distribution. Abstracting the problem, each region is
characterized by a 3D histogram, represented by a signature and thus, in theory,
any distance comparing two pdf ’s would be valid. In Section 4.1.1, the choice of
this distance is formulated.
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4.1.1 Color Criterion
Histograms are a way to represent probability density functions (pdf ). In this
case, they are applied to the represent the color/intensity of the pixels. Therefore,
the problem to compare two region colors is equivalent to compare two color
histograms. There is a wide repertory of measures that can be considered, ranging
from Lp norms to ground distance measures like the histogram intersection [61].
For the purposes of the project, only three distances are examined, two of them
proposed by [53] and the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) stated in [62]. The EMD
is proposed here and studied for the first time in the context of BPT construction.
The two distances proposed in [53] are the Kullback-Leibler and the Bhattacharyya
information theory-related divergences. The former is defined as
KL (h, g) =
N−1∑
i=0
(
hi log
(
gi
hi
)
+ gi log
(
hi
gi
))
(4.1.2)
And the latter can be written as
B (h, g) = − log
(
N−1∑
i=0
h
1/2
i g
1/2
i
)
(4.1.3)
Where h and g are two pdf ’s represented by a set of values gi,hi with i = 0 . . . N .
These values are the probability to observe the color value i. It is assumed that
both h and g have the same number of bins in both equations. The first measure
can be seen as the probability of the two pdf ’s being generated from a common
one and the second can be understood as an approximation of the Chernoff Infor-
mation between two N-dimensional vectors. Although these measures can achieve
good results, they have a strong limitation.
The limitation is that, a part from the general metric properties, histogram com-
parison must obey some perceptual distance. That is, two colors that are perceived
very differently (e.g. black and white) must have a higher distance than two similar
colors (e.g blue and turkish). This intuitive reasoning is not fulfilled in bin-to-bin
distance like the ones presented in (4.1.3) and (4.1.2). If the distances (4.1.2) and
(4.1.3) are used to compare the left histogram with the center and right histogram
in Figure 4.19, the same result is obtained. Perceptually, however, the red color
is much more different to the dark blue than the light blue.
This limitation can be overcome by using the so called cross bin distances, such
as the Diffusion Distance [63] or the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD). The Diffu-
sion Distance measures the distance by iteratively computing the energy of the
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Figure 4.19: Effect of bin-to-bin distances. The second and the third histogram
have the same distance with the first histogram although the colors are perceptu-
ally very different. While Kullback-Liebler and Bhattacharyya distance say that
they are equally different, cross bin distances solve this problem by assigning a
bin-to-bin cost.
convolution of a Gaussian Kernel with the bin-to-bin histogram difference. It
turns out that this process, which has the same behavior as the heat propagation
in a medium, can be seen as an approximation of the EMD. The EMD was first
presented as a transportation problem. In this project, like in [64], it is used to
compare two pdfs.
The EMD was first proposed to find the minimum cost to transport units of mate-
rial from a source to a destinations. In our case, the EMD can be reformulated as
an algorithm to compare two signatures and it was first stated in [64]. It measures
the amount of probability mass that has to be moved, to convert one histogram h
into another g following some cross-bin unit costs. Although it is a good measure
for image query (as it was first used in [62]) to our knowledge, it has not been
used for complete image segmentation nor BPT construction. However, in [57] a
simplified version of the EMD is used for corner and junction detection.
The EMD distance can be defined with two histograms h and g with number of
bins Nh, Ng. The value for bin i, hi, gi is defined to be the probability to observe
the color i. Since histograms represent a pdf,
∑Nh
i=1 hi = 1,
∑Ng
j=1 gj = 1.
The problem is how to transform histogram h into g. That is, some probability
mass of h should be displaced to form g. The amount of probability mass displaced
from one bin i to another bin j is represented by a flow fi,j. The unit cost
of this displacement is given by ci,j. In Figure 4.20 the graph representing the
transformation of h into g is represented. The mathematical formulation of the
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EMD can be written as follows:
EMD(h, g) = min
fi,j
Nh∑
i=1
Ng∑
j=1
ci,jfi,j
Ng∑
i=1
Nh∑
j=1
fi,j
(4.1.4)
The minimization (4.1.4) has some constraints on the flows fi,j that can be
written as
fi,j ≥ 0 (4.1.5)
Nh∑
i=1
fi,j = gj (4.1.6)
Ng∑
j=1
fi,j ≤ hi (4.1.7)
Equation (4.1.5) simply states that the amount of probability mass moved should
be positive. Equation (4.1.6) forces that the flows going to a bin j, sum up to the
value in gj. Equation (4.1.7) makes sure that no more than the available probabil-
ity is displaced from its original bin, hi.
The costs ci,j are defined to be the costs of moving a unit of probability mass
from a bin i to a bin j. In this project, since the histogram bins are colors, ci,j
are the unit costs to transform a color i to a color j. Cross bin costs can be
the euclidean distance or a statistical measure. Taking advantage of the CIE
Lab color space, the costs proposed in this scheme are perceptual. The distance
between one color i from histogram h to a color j from histogram g (the cross bin
cost) is perceptually defined as in equation (3.1.1):
ci,j =
(
1− e−
∆i,j
γ
)
(4.1.8)
h1
h2
...
hN
g1
g2
...
gN
Figure 4.20: Graph representing the EMD problem. The arrows represent the flow
from/to the bins and the nodes are the bins themselves
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Where ∆i, j is the euclidean distance between colors i and j. γ = 14 is the decay
factor. Clearly, this type of problem is a convex optimization problem, and can
be solved by linear programming algorithms such as the simplex method. Note
that efficient ways to compute the EMD do exist when the costs are linear with
respect to the bin distance [65], i.e ci,j ∝ |i− j|. However, since the costs defined
in (4.1.8) are not linear, another implementation was used from [64]. The EMD
computation is a rather costly operation, but the use of few dominant colors on
each region leads to reasonable computational times. As an important fact, the
output of the EMD using the defined costs ci,j in (4.1.8), ranges from [0; 1]. The
output 1 conforms to two completely equal regions and 0 two completely different
ones.
The measure used for (4.1.1) for color is then
dc(R1, R2) = EMD(h, g) (4.1.9)
With h, g being the histograms representing regions R1 and R2 respectivelty.
4.1.2 Shape/Contour Criterion
The contour criterion was studied in [52] and the measure was simply the increase
of perimeter of the merged region with respect to the region with the largest
perimeter. To adapt the contour criterion to the dynamic range of the color
distance, the increase of perimeter is normalized to the largest perimeter. Define
the length of the perimeters of the two regions R1 and R2 as P1 and P2 respectively.
The common perimeter is P1,2. The measure is then
ds(R1, R2) = max
(
0,
min(P1, P2)− 2P1,2
max(P1, P2)
)
(4.1.10)
It is important to mention that the contour criterion should only be applied when
the shapes of the regions are meaningful. In practice, the contour measure is only
applied when the areas of both regions exceed a threshold (i.e. 50 pixels), but
other numbers may work as well.
4.1.3 Area Criterion
As stated above, the relevant objects in the scene usually have similar sizes. It
is then intuitive to introduce a measure to balance these sizes. That is, all the
regions at a given iteration of the BPT construction should have approximately
the same area. There is no general consensus about the area measure [52]. All of
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them, however, are monotically increasing with the region areas. Generally, the
measure depends on the dynamic range of the other measures. For the purposes
of this project, the area contribution is defined to be
da(R1) = log2 (1 + min (|R1| , |R2|)) (4.1.11)
With |R1| , |R2| being the respective region areas, in pixels.
4.1.4 Depth Criterion
One of the local cues that allow to infer some depth relationships between regions
are the so called T-junction points. These points appear where three different
regions meet. To detect them in our approach, the Region Adjacency Graph
(RAG) is used. The RAG is a graph structure where two regions (represented
by graph nodes) are connected if their share at least a common pixel edge. At
each BPT construction iteration, a RAG is available. T-junctions are potentially
located where a region triplet Ri, Rj and Rk is fully connected on this RAG. This
also can be seen as Ri and Rj having a common neighbor Rk. The point where
the three regions meet in the image, defines a possible candidate for a T-junction
point. Each possible location is characterized with a probability value, measured
with a confidence value, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. The computation of this confidence value is
described in 4.2.
It is clear that two adjacent regions may have more than one T-junction candidate
and that each of these candidates may define two different depth planes. Figure
4.21 shows a possible example where the regions Ri and Rj have four T-junctions in
common. Note that some of the T-junctions between Ri and Rj are also between
Ri and Rk. The information relying on the T-junction candidates structure is
used to modify the distance between two regions. Consider the set of T-junction
candidates T between any pair of regions Ri and Rj. Following the perceptual
cues exposed in Section 5, it is possible to distinguish three kinds of T-junctions
Ri RjRk
Figure 4.21: Example of two adjacent regions having more that one T-junction
(4)
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on the set T . Ones telling that Ri is in front of Rj, others telling Rj is in front of
Ri and finally others telling that some other region is in front of Ri and Rj.
The first two groups indicate that one of the two regions, Ri or Rj, is in a different
plane than the other. The last group does not tell anything about the depth
order for this pair Ri and Rj. However, for the first two groups the information
is contradictory as two regions cannot be at the top of each other at the same
time. Thus, one of the two suppositions (assuming a constant depth for regions)
may not be true. The region depth model considered in this project assumes that
no self-occlusion is present in the scene. From the confidence of each T-junction
candidate, it is possible calculate the probability that either Ri or Rj is in front
of the other:
pi =
(
1−
Ni∏
n
(
1− pin
)) Nj∏
n
(
1− pjn
)
(4.1.12)
pj =
1− Nj∏
n
(
1− pjn
) Ni∏
n
(
1− pin
)
(4.1.13)
Where pin is the confidence of the n-th T-junction candidate telling that Ri is in
front. pjn is defined similarly. Ni and Nj are the number of T-junctions for each
group. To understand the previous expressions, an intuitive explanation follows
for Ri. The probability of Ri being in front of Rj is that at least one of the T-
junctions indicating Ri is in front is true while all of the T-junctions having Rj
in front are false. Since calculating the confidence of a T-junction is not intuitive,
Section 4.2 is devoted to carefully explain the process of finding T-junctions pin
values.
With these two probabilities, the confidence difference is defined as δ = |pi − pj|
and the depth contribution to define the region distance is
dd(R1, R2) =
1
1− δ (4.1.14)
It should be clear that δ = 1 when the two values pi and pj differ very much and
the depth order is clear. When the two values are close the modifier δ is close to
zero. This situation appears either when there are no cues that permit to order
by depth the two regions or when two T-junctions give contradictory information.
During the BPT construction, the similarity measure increases the distance of
regions that do not belong to the same depth plane. Thus, the tree is expected to
be partially depth-structured.
The following section shows how to calculate the confidence values pin and p
j
n of
each T-junction candidate point. The characteristics to evaluate the confidence
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are based on a local analysis of the color difference, the boundary curvature and
the angle distribution.
4.2 T-Junction Confidence Calculation
On sections 3 and 4.1, the image and regions models used in the construction of
the tree were presented together with similarity measures. However, when stating
the merging order, a depth criterion was introduced. In this criterion, all the
T-junction candidates were represented by a value, called the confidence value p.
The goal of this section is to describe how to estimate this confidence value for
individual T-junction candidate.
4.2.1 Overall Confidence
To calculate this value, three different magnitudes related to low-level features are
used: color, angle and curvature. The confidence value p of a T-junction is defined
as
p = Γ×Θ×Υ (4.2.1)
To calculate p, the three more important features of a T-junction point are used: Γ,
Θ and Υ are the color, the angle and the curvature confidences respectively. The
following sections show how these values are computed. First, in Section 4.2.2,
techniques used for color structure will be discussed. Second, in Section 4.2.3, the
angle organization of the branches meeting at a candidate point will be discussed.
Third and last, the straightness of the branches will be measured in Section 4.2.4.
Although the three features contribute in equal terms to the final p value, practice
shows that color structure is the most important cue for T-junction classification.
In Section 4.2.5, some examples of detected T-junctions are shown, along with
their respective confidence values.
4.2.2 Color and Area
Although in this project the junction confidence is clearly distributed among three
main features, junctions are perceived mainly by their color characteristics. Al-
most state of the art corner/junction detectors are based on color information. The
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following section outlines the main detectors found in the literature, emphasizing
the importance of the color features.
4.2.2.1 State of the Art Junction Detection
Color is a key feature when detecting junctions. Most of the approaches consider
the junction detection as a particular case of corner detection. Corner detectors are
a widely studied topic in image processing. In [66] corners are defined to be points
with low self-similarity in the image. Self -similarity between pixels is computed
using sum of squares differences between small patches within a neighborhood
of the two considered pixels. An improvement of [66] was proposed in [67] by
introducing the Harris matrix of a pixel pt:
Hpt =
(
< I2x > < IxIy >
< IxIy > < I
2
y >
)
(4.2.2)
Angle brackets indicate averaging along a local neighborhood, and Ix, Iy refer
to the image gradients in x and y directions respectively. The matrix Hpt , also
known as a structure tensor, can be used to detect edge and corner points at the
same time. Examining the eigenvalues λ1, λ2 of Hpt , Harris and Stepehens noticed
that:
• If λ1 ≈ 0, λ2 ≈ 0, the pixel pt does not have any feature of interest.
• If λ1 ≈ 1, λ2 ≈ 0, the pixel pt is likely to belong to an edge.
• If λ1 ≈ 1, λ2 ≈ 1, the pixel pt belongs to a corner.
Subsequent improvements of this algorithm were based on a multiscale approach,
calculating Hpt at different resolutions [68]. The work in [69] makes use of the
level sets theory [70] considering corners/junctions as points of high curvature. Al-
though there exist several other methods to detect corners such as [71, 72, 73], they
are all mainly based on detecting high variations on the image gradient/curvature.
All the above mentioned systems rely directly on the image pixels to detect and
localize junctions, however, the approach followed in this project takes advantage
of the BPT structure. In this work, since the region boundaries are defined during
the BPT construction, the localization of potential junctions is already known.
As all corner detection systems, an operator to detect salient points has to be
proposed. Rather than operating with the image gradient or the curvature of the
level sets, junction strength is computed here using histogram comparison.
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4.2.2.2 Local Region Model
When a T-junction is present in an image at a location pt, its color characteristics
may indicate a discontinuity on depth. The analysis of the color characteristics
are limited to a local neighborhood Ω (pt). In this local window, the three regions
can be modeled with a three dimensional histogram, like the region model for the
BPT construction. As in the region model, the 3D histogram is modeled by its n
most dominant colors:
Ri (Ω (pt)) = {(p1, c1), (p2, c2) . . . (pn, cn)} (4.2.3)
With i = 1, 2, 3, Ri refers to each one of the meeting regions at the junction
points. c1 . . . cn are the n dominant colors for the histogram and p1 . . . pn are
their respective probability of occurrence. n is fixed to 3 and the representative
colors are found by using a k-means clustering approach. The window used for all
the calculations is circular with a radius R of 10 pixels. The choice of this value
comes from [15] where the author states that a large window is required to have
a robust junction detection. In natural images, junctions may appear in different
resolutions/scales. In [74, 69] an automatic scale selection algorithm is proposed
but, for this project, a fixed window radius proved to be adequate to detect almost
all the possible junction candidates.
Considered pixels The pixels which are included for color confidence(s) evalu-
ation are the ones which are not neighbors of the other two regions. All the region
boundary pixels are discarded to avoid a bias in mean and variance calculation.
During the image formation process, optical devices act as low pass filters. Parts
of the image such as edges, that contain high frequencies, appear to be somehow
blurred. This blurring introduces false statistics during the color characterization
of the regions. For this reason, as seen in Figure 4.22, these pixels are discarded
for the color characterization.
4.2.2.3 Color confidence
The color confidence measure for a T-junction is based on the color difference
between the three histograms defined by each region Ri in a small neighborhood
of a candidate T-junction. The histogram difference is computed with the same
distance used in the BPT construction process. Define hi i = 1, 2, 3 to be the
histograms of each respective region near the T-junction candidate. Since the
measure can only be applied to a histogram pair, a total of three color distances
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Figure 4.22: A T-junction boundary presents boundary pixels (red) which may
introduce bias in mean and variance estimation. The three different regions are
marked with white, gray and yellow.
are computed. λij, i < j, i, j = 1, 2, 3, represents the distance between region i
and region j. Distances are computed used the EMD with perceptual cross-bin
costs, as stated in equation (4.1.8). Each measure gives a value 0 ≤ λij ≤ 1:
λij = EMD(hi,hj) (4.2.4)
If λij ≈ 0 the two regions do not seem different in a local neighborhood. Conversely,
if λij ≈ 1 a strong color contrast is present between regions.
Therefore, junctions are supposed to have three high λij values. To characterize
each points with a confidence value, λmin and λmax are defined to be the minimum
and maximum respectively of λ12, λ13 and λ23. Following the ideas proposed in
[67] but adapting them to the notion of color distances, we can distinguish three
situations:
• If λmin ≈ 0, λmax ≈ 0, the pixel pt does not have any feature of interest.
• If λmin ≈ 0, λmax ≈ 1, the pixel pt is likely to belong to an edge.
• If λmin ≈ 1, λmax ≈ 1, the pixel pt belongs to a junction.
Examples of these three cases can be seen in Figure 4.23.
From the minimum and maximum values, the color confidence Γ for the pixel
pt is obtained combining them as shown:
Γ =
2λminλmax
λmin + λmax
(4.2.5)
The idea behind equation (4.2.5) is the harmonic mean of both values, λmax and
λmin. The form of (4.2.5) is similar to the F-score evaluation on precision-recall
curves. Indeed, the harmonic mean is widely used in information theory fields to
evaluate the performance of classifiers. The values of Γ can be seen in Figure 4.24.
Note that even for big values of λmax, if λmin is close to 0, the overall confidence
value is also close to zero.
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(a) λmin = 0.03, λmax = 0.1 (b) λmin = 0.1, λmax = 0.6 (c) λmin = 0.8, λmax = 0.95
Figure 4.23: Three examples of region meeting points. Contours are outlined in
white. From left to right: a background point, an edge and a T-junction. Below
each image the value of λmin and λmax are displayed
4.2.2.4 Area Constraint
The reason to introduce an area constraint is that if very few pixels are considered,
the histogram estimates may be unreliable. Increasing the number of pixels needed
for a good estimation leaded to robustness against texture fluctuations. If the
three adjacent regions of a T-junction have areas of n1, n2 and n3 pixels, the area
constraint can be defined as follows: The color confidence is discarded, Γ = 0,
when one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
min (n1, n2, n3) < 10 pixels (4.2.6)
n1 + n2 + n3 < piR
2 pixels (4.2.7)
Recall that the local analysis window has a radius of R = 10 pixels. These
conditions state that every region has to fill at least 3% (10 pixels) of the local
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Figure 4.24: Values of Γ depending on the λmin and λmax distances measured. The
invalid regions correspond to points where λmin > λmax, which is not possible.
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neighborhood. Also, the three regions together have to fill the local window. Prac-
tice showed that these criteria discarded junctions formed around small texture
variations, while preserving the true T-junctions at object boundaries.
4.2.3 Angle
The angle structure formed by the three regions around a T-junction is a funda-
mental local cue to determine the depth order of these three regions. The region
forming the largest angle is seen (most likely) as the one occluding the other two.
Within the BPT construction, the angles of a T-junction point are determined by
the region boundaries. Region boundaries around T-junctions are locally modeled
as straight lines corrupted by noise. That is, the points forming the boundary are
determined by:
e (n) = n×ϕ+w (n) (4.2.8)
Where ϕ = (ϕx, ϕy) is a vector indicating the main direction of the curve. w (n)
represents the noise. Without the presence of the noise, the region boundary
would contain the points (ϕx, ϕy), (2ϕx, 2ϕy), (3ϕx, 3ϕy) . . . (Nϕx, Nϕy). In a local
neighborhood, the T-junction must present three straight branches, otherwise it
will not be perceived as an occlusion point.
4.2.3.1 Estimation
To estimate the angle formed by each region of the T-junction, the angles of the
three curves joining at the central point are first estimated. Since curves are
discrete, the tangent vector of the curve at each point is
τ (n) = e (n)− e (n− 1) = ϕ+ z (n) (4.2.9)
Which is the difference between consecutive points. z (n) is the residual noise.
The problem of estimating ϕ becomes a classical mean estimation under noise.
Although the statistics of z (n) are not known, it is assumed to be Gaussian with
mean 0 and unknown variance σ2z .
As in Section 4.2.2, the boundaries of the region may belong to uncertain pixels.
However, estimating the angle is a process done on boundaries themselves. To
reduce the bias on the estimation, a small nucleus around the T-junction is ne-
glected. Hence, all boundaries nearer than a specified distance are not considered.
In Figure 4.25 the center of the junction presents unwanted oscillations. If the cen-
ter of the junction is neglected, then the angle can be correctly estimated. Thus,
the starting point for each branch will be the nearest point which is further than
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a distance r. This distance was set in practice to 3 pixels, although other values
from 3 to 8 lead to good results.
The estimator of the boundary orientation ϕ is a classical mean estimator:
ϕ̂ =
∑N−1
n=0 λ (n) τ (n)∑N−1
n=0 λ (n)
(4.2.10)
The decision λ (n) = λn0 is motivated by the fact that contour points closer to the
T-junction should be emphasized against far points. n = 0 at the beginning of the
area where pixels are considered as reliable. The last equation can be simplified
by evaluating the denominator term, leading to
ϕ̂ =
1− λ0
1− λN0
N−1∑
n=0
λn0τ (n) (4.2.11)
Since equation (4.2.11) is a generalization a mean estimator under Gaussian noise,
the estimator is expected to be unbiased. A particular case of the expression
(4.2.11) is when λ = 1. In this case the previous equation simply converts to
ϕ̂ = 1
N
∑N−1
n=0 τ (n). Then, using equation (4.2.9) it is possible to obtain a simple
closed form:
ϕ̂ =
1
N
(τ (N − 1)− τ (0)) (4.2.12)
That is, when all the tangent vectors are treated with the same relevance, the
estimated orientation ϕ̂ is obtained from the difference between the first and the
last considered point of the edge. Since the curve is in a discrete space, its tangent
vector also have discrete values. Moreover, the only possible values for τ(n) are
(±1, 0) an (0,±, 1). This discretization of the curve introduces a lot of high fre-
quency variations which the estimator must eliminate. Because of this, no smooth
transitions on the input will be present and high frequency components may have
Figure 4.25: Boundary uncertainty at the junction point. Original image(left),
partition (center) and abstraction (left) for angle calculation.
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a strong relevance. To attenuate these high frequencies without distorting the low
ones, the filter should be as close as possible to an ideal low pass filter. To assess
the frequency response of the defined estimator (4.2.11), only one component of ϕ
is considered. Figure 4.26 shows the frequency response of the expression (4.2.11).
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Figure 4.26: Magnitude and phase response of the averaging filters, top and bot-
tom respectively
Looking at figure 4.26, it is clear that the highest is λ0, the better are the char-
acteristics of the filter (both attenuation and phase). However, setting a high
value of λ0 will also consider a more uniform contribution of the tangent vectors,
regardless of its distance to the T-junction point. Low values of λ0 emphasize
the contribution of points near the T-junction, although they do attenuate less
high frequencies. This effect could be desired if the incoming edge defines the
T-junction in a very local neighborhood but, usually, a larger area should be ex-
amined. In practice, good results were obtained with λ0 = 0.9− 0.99.
4.2.3.2 Angle Confidence
Once the orientation of each boundary is estimated, the region angle must be
found. At a T-junction there will be three orientation estimates, one for each
branch, ϕ̂1,2, ϕ̂1,3 and ϕ̂2,3. The angle of the region is the angle difference of
the two vectors concerning the region boundaries. For example, angle of region
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1, θ̂1, will be ∠ϕ̂1,2 − ∠ϕ̂1,3 or 2pi − (∠ϕ̂1,2∠ϕ̂1,3) depending on the angle of the
remaining vector ϕ̂2,3. The angle of a vector ϕ̂ is defined as
∠ϕ̂ = arctan
(
ϕ̂y
ϕ̂x
)
(4.2.13)
Once the three region angles, θ̂1, θ̂2 and θ̂3, have been estimated, the T-junction
angle confidence can be obtained. An ideally shaped T-junction is characterized
mainly by its maximum angle (which is supposed to be close to 180 degrees) and
its minimum angle (which has more freedom but ideally has to be close to 90
degrees). Thus, good measures of the fitness of the estimation with the ideal
model could be
∆θmax =
∣∣∣max(θ̂1, θ̂2, θ̂3)− pi∣∣∣ (4.2.14)
∆θmin =
∣∣∣min(θ̂1, θ̂2, θ̂3)− pi
2
∣∣∣ (4.2.15)
Good values for a T-junction would be ∆θmax = 0 and ∆θmin = 0. Thus, the
bigger those values, the less likely is that the candidate point is a true T-junction.
A T-junction is considered to be a random structure. The maximum and minimum
angle are assumed to be Gaussian distributed with means pi, pi
2
respectively. Thus,
the biggest angle, belonging to the region closest to the viewer, must be as close
to pi as possible. The smallest angle should be close to pi
2
but it may have a bigger
variance. Also, in practice, very small angles will be omitted.
Since for values ∆θmax and ∆θmin only positive values are obtained, they are
considered to be Rayleigh distributed. Before obtaining the final angle confidence,
two individual confidences are obtained for ∆θmax and ∆θmin:
Θmax = exp
(
−∆θmax
σ2max
)
(4.2.16)
Θmin = exp
(
−∆θmin
σ2min
)
(4.2.17)
Where the values σmax =
pi
6
and σmin =
pi
6
are determined experimentally and
control de decay of the confidence with the angle drift. The final angle confidence
Θ is defined similarly to the color confidence:
Θ =
2ΘmaxΘmin
Θmax + Θmin
(4.2.18)
The value Θ, jointly with the color confidence, proved to be the most discrim-
inating factors to compute the T-junction confidence. However, although the
computation of the angle estimation may result in good angle distributions, the
branches of the junction may not be very regular, having erratic and noisy shapes.
To discriminate highly curved boundaries, a curvature measure is introduced.
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4.2.4 Curvature
In physics, a corpse moving on a given trajectory may experience some changes
in its direction. These changes are reflected mathematically in a change of the
trajectory’s derivatives. The first derivative gives a vector tangent to the trajec-
tory. The faster the object changes its direction, the faster changes the normal
vector to the trajectory. The modulus of the tangent vector reflects changes only
when celerity changes. Abrupt changes in direction can be characterized by the
curvature, defined as the modulus of the normal vector. If the curvature is high,
the trajectory of the object will change fast. If it is close to zero, the corpse will
follow a more straight movement.
Although the definition of curvature was originally thought in the physics do-
main, it has its own applications in image processing. Stated in [70], it may help
to describe the shape of the objects presents in a particular scene. It was orig-
inally used in curvature scale space representation [75] and anisotropic diffusion
[76]. More recently curvature was also used jointly with the level sets theory [70].
In this project, curvature is used similarly to [70] to measure the straightness of
the T-junction branches.
In the following sections, a brief summary of the curvature equations and the
level sets theory are presented. After the background introduction, the use of
curvature for T-junction detection is explained. The work in [4] also uses curva-
ture for T-junction candidate point validation. Similarly, in this work, curvature
confidence is calculated to contribute to the overall T-junction confidence.
4.2.4.1 Continous parametric curves
To introduce the concept of curvature, first continous domain curves are explained.
A curve in the continuous domain <2 is represented as
c (t) = (x (t) , y (t)) (4.2.19)
t is a parametric variable and may be defined under an interval t ∈ [a, b]. The
curve c (t) must be of class C2 at least, that is, continuous and differentiable over
the domain of t. For such a curve, there exists an arc length parametrization of
with respect to a variable s, c(s), such that with this parametrization:∥∥∥∥∂c(s)∂s
∥∥∥∥2 = ∂x(s)∂s 2 + ∂y(s)∂s 2 = 1 (4.2.20)
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With this definition, the tangent vector to the curve τ (s), the normal to the curve
n(s) and the curvature κ(s) are given by:
τ (s) =
∂c(s)
∂s
(4.2.21)
∂τ (s)
∂s
= κ(s)n(s) (4.2.22)
κ(s) =
∥∥∥∥∂τ (s)∂s
∥∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥∥∂2c(s)∂s2
∥∥∥∥ (4.2.23)
Therefore, the curvature is defined as the modulus of the second derivative of
the arc length parametrization of a curve c(t). To define curvature in a discrete
domain, as an image is, the discrete version of the previous equations are achieved
by means of the level sets theory.
4.2.4.2 Curves on Level Sets
Consider a single channel image I and a pixel p0. Let u (p) be the gray level of
the image at a certain pixel p (which can be the gray level or the luminance for
example). Conversely, it can be proven that the set of pixels on a level λ, u−1 (λ),
forms a set of disjoint curves. To a particular curve c of this set it is possible to
apply the curvature equations to obtain the curvature. Without loss of generality,
from now on a particular pixel p0 on an arbitrary level set λ is considered. The
resulting equations, deduced in [77, 70], are briefly summarized here.
If the image first order partial derivatives ux, uy along the x and y directions are
avaiable at a point p0 and u
2
x + u
2
y 6= 0. The curvature of the level λ is defined as:
κ(p) =
uxxu
2
y − 2uxyuxuy + uyyu2x(
u2x + u
2
y
)3/2 (4.2.24)
Where uxx, uyy and uxy are the second order partial derivatives. Since the image
is a discrete domain, the value of the derivatives should be estimated using any of
the available techniques such as convolution by a high pass filter.
4.2.4.3 T-Junction Curvature Extraction
In this project, curvature is used to discriminate T-junction candidates. The
branches of a T-junction should be straight and, if not, the candidate may not
be perceived as an occlusion point. The objective of this part of the system is to
determine the mean curvature of boundaries of the regions. These boundaries are
determined by the region shapes during the BPT construction. In figure 4.27 an
example of three regions forming a T-junction is shown.
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Region 1
Region 2
Region 3
Figure 4.27: Example of the curves meeting at a junction point
The approach used in this project has a fundamental difference with systems
using the Level Sets Theory for image segmentation. State of the art segmentation
methods operate with the image itself, while the proposed approach operates with
regions created by the BPT.
The analysis is limited to a local neighborhood, i.e. a small window, centered on
the T-junction point. The main steps to retrieve the curvature on the edges are
shown in the following list:
1. Isolate each of the three regions
2. Reconstruct the regions to eliminate interfering pixels
3. Interpolate the resulting image
4. Calculate the mean absolute value of curvature of each region boundaries.
After these steps, the values obtained for each edge are combined to form the
curvature confidence for this T-junction point.
Isolating and Reconstructing Regions The presented method computes the
edge curvature defined by the BPT region boundaries. Therefore some transfor-
mations are needed before proceeding with the curvature calculation. In a neigh-
borhood of a T-junction there are three edges marking the boundaries between
regions. Ideally, one would like to have high gradient points in region boundaries,
although in the real image this may not be true. To calculate the curvature of the
region boundaries, the proposed approach constructs three binary images, consid-
ering only one region at a time. Each image is constructed by setting to 1 the
examined (the considered region) points, and 0 to the other two regions.
Normally, as shown in Figure 4.28, there can be interfering pixels that may
contaminate the curvature estimation. Although the analysis is limited to local
window of a fixed size, there can be other regions than those three inside the
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Region 1
Region 2
Region 3
Figure 4.28: Process to calculate the curvature. Left, local window with the three
regions and some outliers (diagonal striped pixels, belonging to other regions).
Center, binary image with Region 1 isolated. Right, reconstructed image without
outliers
window, specially in the first steps of the BPT merging process where regions are
small. Those regions, although considered as background, may lie very close to an
edge contributing wrongly to the curvature estimation.
To eliminate the spurious points, a reconstruction from the edges of the region is
done. The purpose of the reconstruction process is to eliminate all the transitions
but the ones in the examined edges. Following this procedure, all the holes pro-
duced by foreign regions are eliminated and the following steps for the curvature
estimation can be performed securely. The reconstruction process result is shown
in the rightmost part of Figure 4.28, where the outliers are already eliminated.
Curvature Computation Once the binary image is available, the curvature
for each boundary region has to be calculated. Because the borders lie in-between
pixels, the binary image is interpolated. The interpolation is by a factor of 2
and the value of the pixel in the interpolated image is the average of the closest
neighbors. The result of the interpolation is used to compute the curvature value
for each edge point.
For every region, the closest points to the T-junction are discarded, since they
may introduce some high curvature for the edges which shall not be taken into
account. As for the angle, points lying within a R = 3 pixel radius are discarded.
The curvature value in equation (4.2.24) may have positive or negative values,
depending on the curvature direction. Since the purpose is to discriminate points
with high curvature values, regardless the sign, the averaging is performed over
the curvature absolute value. Therefore, the curvature measure for a region κi
with i = 1, 2, 3 is calculated by averaging the absolute value of equation (4.2.24)
on the boundary points.
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4.2.4.4 Confidence Calculation
The mean absolute value of the curvature is used to compute a confidence. The
resulting measure is considered to Rayleigh distributed. Since the ideal T-junction
is a T-shaped image, with three straight branches coming out of the center point,
the curvature of each region is expected to be 0. The larger the curvature, the less
likely that the center point forms a true T-junction. A similar approach to color
and angle to obtain the confidence value is used. The formal expression for the
curvature confidence for a given region i is defined as:
Υi = e
− κi
σ2c (4.2.25)
With σ2c = 0.5. From the three measures Υi, the maximum and minimum are
chosen to obtain the final curvature confidence:
Υ =
2ΥmaxΥmin
Υmax + Υmin
(4.2.26)
Although the curvature confidence is not as important as color and angle confi-
dence, it mainly helps in discriminating very irregular branches, where the percep-
tion of a T-junction is indeed unclear
4.2.5 Examples of estimated T-junctions
A few examples of T-junction confidence estimation are shown on table 1. Note
that the color confidence is the measure that has the highest relevance of the
junction as it is the first feature detected by humans when examining the scene
[15]. Angle plays also an important role in perception. When the biggest region
does not give a clear occlusion cue, confidence drops rapidly. Curvature is the less
sensitive parameter.
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T-Junctions Example
Local Window Confidence Value Local Window Confidence Value
color 0.84 color 0.73
angle 1.00 angle 0.56
curvature 1.00 curvature 0.39
overall 0.84 overall 0.16
color 0.97 color 0.55
angle 0.66 angle 0.39
curvature 0.80 curvature 0.57
overall 0.52 overall 0.12
color 0.88 color 0.51
angle 0.90 angle 0.25
curvature 0.56 curvature 0.77
overall 0.45 overall 0.10
color 0.77 color 0.19
angle 0.66 angle 0.40
curvature 0.59 curvature 0.57
overall 0.30 overall 0.04
color 0.42 color 0.12
angle 0.54 angle 0.60
curvature 0.79 curvature 0.92
overall 0.18 overall 0.03
Table 1: Examples of T-junctions, ordered in decreasing value of confidence, from
top to bottom and left to right. Junctions are marked with a red circle, filled in
white is the region lying on top of the other two.
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5 Depth Ordering
5.1 Overview: BPT Analysis
After BPT construction, a hierarchical representation of image regions is avaiable.
From this representation, a set of regions should be extracted and further processed
to obtain a depth ordering between them. The overall process consists of mainly
two steps
Initial T-junction Selection In this first step, from all the T-junction candi-
dates estimations, the most confident ones are selected. With these points,
a first pruning of the BPT is performed which serves as starting point for
the next algorithm step.
The Minimization Process The final depth order is obtained from an iterative
minimization process. The input to this process is the first BPT pruning
previously obtained. From this points, further processing on the tree is
performed to obtain a final depth ordered partition.
As illustrated in Figure 5.29, the systems first perform an initial simplification of
the created BPT. After that, it enters an iterative procedure that attempts to find
the optimal depth ordering of an image.
5.2 T-Junction Candidate Selection
Once the BPT is constructed, the tree nodes should be extracted by pruning to
contruct a partition of the image representing the various depth planes. Knowing
that at the construction process presented in section 4 the T-junction points were
estimated, this information is used to perform an initial pruning of the tree. This
first pruning is performed based on an initial selection of the most confident T-
junction points as explained below.
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Figure 5.29: Block diagram of the minimization step of the algorithm
During the BPT construction process, all image points are potentially considered
as T-junction candidates. At each region merging, every time that any of the
three regions forming a candidate changes, the junction properties are updated
to the current region configuration. Therefore, during the BPT construction, a
T-junction candidate point can be reevaluated many times, as shown in Figure
5.30, until it disappears. Since the BPT stops when only one region is left, all
T-junctions gradually disappear. T-junctions disappear when two of the three
regions forming it are merged. Figure 5.31 shows how at the final BPT mergings
all the T-junctions disappear when regions are merged together.
Prior to BPT pruning, some of the T-junction estimations should be discarded
for depth ordering. Since each estimation can be identified by a confidence value,
only the points with high confidence are kept. When selecting the candidates, it is
considered that the last estimate of a point is the one with more reliable features.
Figure 5.30: Example of T-junction candidate reevaluation. Since the background
and the uppermost region are merged, there are some T-junctions disappearing
(red circles) and some reevaluations (white circles). The T-junctions reevaluated
are the ones involving the merging regions. Regions are represented by their mean
color value.
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That is, color, angle and curvature structure are more reliable just before two of
the three regions forming the T-junction are merged and the junction disappears.
This assumptions comes from the fact that at each T-junction evaluation, the
regions have increasingly more pixels. Larger areas mean that more accurate and
reliable estimations can be done. Therefore, the confidence values used for each
T-junction candidate are the values obtained for the last estimation.
Since a true T-junctions are assumed to have a high confidence value, the selected
T-junctions are the ones that are above some threshold. To decide which threshold
to use, an empirical value was manually set. Actually, there are two main criteria
to discriminate between T-junctions:
• An absolute confidence threshold pth. Good T-junction candidates have high
confidence values so, low p values are neglected.
• A relative threshold, based on the maximum T-junction confidence found in
the image, pmax. This threshold is used to make the selection of T-junction
as contrast invariant as possible. If the overall image contrast is high, T-
junctions with low contrast are not considered even if their confidence ex-
ceeds the absolute threshold.
Taking a look at figure 5.32, one can see the effects of setting lower thresholds,
i.e. more T-junctions candidates are selected and more false alarms are introduced.
While setting high thresholds eliminates false T-junctions produced by texture
variations, it keeps almost all the interesting points. The thresholds used are
set for each image as pr = 0.2 × pmax for the relative threshold and pth = 0.1
for the absolute threshold. Thus, all the candidates that fall below a 20% of the
maximum T-junction individual confidence are discarded as well as the ones having
confidence values below 0.1. With this threshold, a typical image of 350 × 350
Figure 5.31: From left to right and top to bottom, last mergings of a BPT on
a given image. Note that each time a merging occurs, some regions are changed
making T-junction points to be reevaluated or, simply, to disappear.
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Figure 5.32: From left to right. Original image and three image partitions obtained
from the pruned BPT, varying the final threshold for T-junctions, with thresholds
of 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 relative to pmax. The absolute threshold of pth = 0.1 is kept
constant in the three images.
pixels would finish with 10-25 possible points. A typical image contained 5-6
true junction points so, it is expected that among the initial selection, the true
candidates are present.
5.3 Initial BPT Pruning
After the initial T-junction candidates are selected, the initial BPT pruning is
obtained by defining the minimum number of regions that preserves the selected
T-junction coordinates. To achieve this pruning, an iterative algorithm is proposed.
From the initially constructed BPT, a set of regions/nodes are pruned to obtain a
simplified tree. Some of the initial regions to be pruned are the ones forming the
selected T-junctions.
The Pruning Algorithm Each final T-junction candidate is formed by 3 re-
gions. Due to the hierarchical nature of the BPT, it is possible that the regions
forming T-junction tk are contained in some of the regions of a candidate ti. That
is, some of the regions of candidate ti are the parent regions of regions of candi-
date tk. This situation is shown in the left tree in Figure 5.33. The containing
candidate ti is formed by the three blue regions. tk is formed by the red regions,
but two of them are descendants of a blue region. If such situation is encountered,
the coordinates of tk will be contained inside one of the regions of ti. Clearly, one
of the blue regions is masking the coordinates of the T-junction tk.
If coordinates tk should be preserved, the regions of ti should be changed. Since
the candidate ti has been reevaluated many times during BPT construction, the
regions forming one of its previous estimates can be used as new candidate t′i. If
the new candidate is properly chosen, no containing regions between tk and t
′
i are
found and the coordinates of both points are preserved. This process is shown in
the center tree of Figure 5.33, where the blue candidate is changed to one of its
previous estimations so that no marked regions are contained in any other.
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This process can be extended to multiple T-junctions by simply considering
one pair at a time. With all the possible regions marked and all the T-junction
coordinates preserved, the same propagation algorithm as in [47] is performed.
The propagation is done to complete the partition, since the regions marked by
T-junctions may not select all image pixels. Basically, from the marked nodes,
and processing upwards the tree (bottom-up propagation), a node is marked if
its sibling is marked and it has no marked child. After this process, the BPT is
pruned at the marked nodes, creating the base partition and a simpler tree for the
minimization process. This final step is shown at the right of Figure 5.33.
Once the partition is available, the local depth information provided by the
T-junctions is transfered to the regions for a more global reasoning. This global
reasoning is performed through the minimization process outlined in Section 5.4.2.
5.4 Depth Reasoning
After having the initial T-junction selection, a further processing is required to
obtain the relative depth order. The goal of the algorithm is to extract a depth
partition from the pruned BPT. To this end, an energy function is defined in
section 5.4.1 and minimized iteratively as explained in section 5.4.2. The overall
depth reasoning process can be seen in Figure 5.34
At each iteration, the minimization process explores a set of solutions through
tree pruning. At each iteration, the leaves of the remaining BPT are used to
Figure 5.33: Tree pruning example. The two marking colors correspond to two dif-
ferent T-junctions. Left: initial T-junction marked regions. Center: a T-junction
candidate is changed to one of its previous estimates. Right: final T-junction
marked nodes (light green) and completed to form a partition (dark green).
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Figure 5.34: Detailed block diagram of the minimization step of the algorithm.
The two concatenated loops are the basis of the algorithm.
extract a primary partition P as explained in Section 5.4.2.1. From P and using
depth relations obtained from T-junction and convexity cues, a depth order graph
(DOG) is constructed, Section 5.4.2.3. This DOG is used to resolve possible depth
conflicts by locating and removing cycles in the graph structure. Once the DOG
is acyclic, the depth order partition D is formed by applying the algorithm in
Section 5.4.2.4. The quality evaluation of each D is performed by computing the
criterion defined in Section 5.4.1 and a new BPT is obtained for the next iteration.
The final output of the system is the D partition the lowest defined criterion.
5.4.1 The Energy Function
The depth retrieval process is stated as a minimization of an energy function.
This function is used to measure the quality of a depth ordered partition. Using
energy minimization to retrieve an image segmentation is commonly found in the
literature. To cite some, the work in [78] uses energy minimization over graph
cuts for stereo pairs and motion occlusion segmentations. The project exposed
in [79] analyzes the optimality of the solutions on the so called belief-propagation
algorithms, widely used in texture synthesis. The works in [1] and [5] present the
problem of 3D estimation and figure/ground assignment respectively minimizing
the potential energy of a Markov Random Field.
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The proposed energy function to minimize is partially based on the initial T-
junction candidates selection exposed in 5.2. If all the candidates are used to
generate the final depth order, two problems arise. First, if all the candidates
are used, some false T-junctions may be used. Second, since occlusion cues only
permit to tell the relative depth order, the depth for each region is assumed to
be constant. This limitation introduces the idea of depth-conflict. When two
sets of depth cues indicate that two regions are on top of each other at the same
time, a conflict arises. Therefore, to converge to a consistent solution some of the
candidates should be discarded.
A part from T-junction candidates, convexity cues are also used. Convexity cues
are introduced when the depth relations are used to construct the DOG. With the
partition P available, convexity confidence between pair of adjacent regions can
be computed.
To define such function, three concepts are used. First, the depth cues are
characterized by their confidence value and, as such, true T-junction points and
convexity relations are expected to have high confidence, p, values. Second, it is
expected that, in natural images, a low number of true T-junctions are present
and the resulting depth order image is also expected to have few regions and depth
planes. Third, regions are expected to have at least one depth relationship with
their neighbors. From these concepts, the energy function for the depth ordered
partiton D is defined as:
C(D) =
∑
i∈R
pi + γN ×N + γU × U (5.4.1)
Where R is the set of rejected depth cues (T-junctions and convexity relations).
pi can act as the confidence of a T-junction or as the confidence of a convexity
relation between two boundaries. U is the number of isolated regions, that is,
regions which do not have any depth relationship with any other in the final
depth partition. Finally, N stands for the number of regions composing the final
depth image. The purpose of terms N and U is to make the image as simple as
possible.
The term U also acts as a penalization factor to force regions to have at least
one depth relationship. Therefore, the factor γU is a rather high value to efficiently
minimize the number of isolated regions. In practice, we have used γU = 2. The
term N is used to count the number of different regions in D. The relative depth
order of a region has sense only with respect to its neighbors. The image in figure
5.35 shows an example of a possible image and its depth order representation. The
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Figure 5.35: Depth ordering (right) of the image on the left
lowest paper is clear that it is in front of other two papers but this relation does
not imply that these two papers are on the same depth plane. Although human
perception puts both objects in the same depth, this may not be the case in other
images. To control the influence of N , a weighting factor γN is defined.
Assume a candidate solution S0 and that a new solution S1 only differs from S0
by an additional selected T-junction. Without loss of generality assume that the
differing T-junction confidence is p1. Then, the energy difference between S0 and
S1 is (assuming no isolated regions in either case)
∆C =
(∑
i∈R1
pi + γN ×N1
)
−
(∑
i∈R0
pi + γN ×N0
)
(5.4.2)
∆C = γN (N1 −N0)− p1 (5.4.3)
This is so because
∑
i∈R0 pi −
∑
i∈R1 pi = p1. The difference N1 − N0 is the
difference on the number of regions. Since both solutions differ only by a single
T-junction and each T-junction can only create (at most) one new depth order
relation, N1 −N0 = 1. The final cost difference is
∆C = γN − p1 (5.4.4)
Showing that the cost difference between two similar candidates solution depends
directly from γN . Thus, γN can be intuitively seen as a threshold to decide whether
or not include a T-junction. This reasoning, of course, does not apply to solutions
differing in more than one T-junction, but the influence of the parameter is clearly
seen in practice. Therefore, several values of γN were tried in practice.
Lower values of γN ≈ pmin, with pmin the minimum T-junction confidence, result
in depth order image with quite a few number of depth regions. When γN ≈
pmax, the system behaves more like a foreground/background segregation approach,
separating the closer region from the rest of the image. In practice, we have set
γn = pmin but other values could work as well.
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5.4.2 The Minimization
To minimize the defined criterion (5.4.1), the iterative algorithm previously shown
in Figure 5.34 is proposed. Basically, the goal of the minimization process is to
explore a set of possible BPT and decide the final solution according the criterion
defined in (5.4.1).
5.4.2.1 Solution Generation
Ideally, to explore all the possible solutions, all prunings should be tested but the
high dimensionality of the problem encourages to find a greedy solution. From a
BPT B, a set of Nt possible prunings are examined, forming a set of smaller trees
B1, B2, . . . BNt . Figure 5.36 shows the possible prunings given a BPT topology.
The allowed prunings for a tree B are the prunings which reduce the number of
leaves by only one.
Since from a single BPT B multiple prunings may be obtained, one of them
should be chosen as input for the next iteration of the minimization process. For
each generated solution Bi, 0 < i ≤ Nt, all the steps of the loop are performed
(Convexity Reasoning, DOG construction...) and the tree with the smallest crite-
rion (5.4.1) is chosen to be the next BPT.
Depth information propagation When pruning regions, the local depth in-
formation is also propagated upwards the tree, unless the two regions are incom-
patible. Two regions are incompatible according a T-junction, if the T-junction
tells that one region is in the foreground and the other in the background. Prior
to the merging, the two regions, R1 and R2, are checked against incompatibilities
of their local depth information. Several situations may appear:
1. Either R1 and/or R2 have no depth information → compatible
2. R1 and R2 have depth information but coming from different T-junctions→
compatible
3. R1 and R2 have depth information coming from the same T-junction, but
both regions belong to the same depth plane → compatible
4. R1 and R2 have depth information coming from the same T-junction and
R1 is in the foreground and R2 is in the background or vice versa→ incom-
patible
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Figure 5.36: Three possible prunings of a given BPT. For each pruning, the framed
leave nodes are pruned and its parent becomes a new leave, reducing the number
of BPT nodes by one. All other possible prunings in this BPT reduce the tree by
more than one node. The results of the prunings (red, blue and green) are shown
a the bottom (left,center and left respectively).
The depth information propagation can be easily explained with a practical
example. Suppose two brother regions R1 and R2. R1 is characterized by being in
the foreground according to a T-junction t1 and in the background according to
T-junction t2. R2 is in the foreground of both t1 and t2. If the depth compatibility
between R1 and R2 is analyzed, both regions are depth compatible according to
t1 but incompatible with respect t2. If both regions are to be pruned to their
common father R3, the only depth information that will characterize R3 will be
its belonging to the foreground of t1, because it is impossible to agree about the
information of t2.
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5.4.2.2 Convexity Reasoning
When measuring convexity, it is commonly agreed that convex objects seem to be
in front of the concave ones [17, 16]. Therefore, convexity and occlusion are two
depth cues. Although there are many Gestalt theorists that state that occlusion
cues are stronger than convexity, in this work, it is assumed that both types work
together for the reconstruction of a scene. Therefore, convexity relations between
regions is considered to be as important as occlusion cues. Human vision and,
consequently, depth interpretation of a scene, is a brain’s global reasoning coming
from detected cues and (possibly) prior learned information. Vision, according to
the Gestalt theory [80], is a joint collaboration of perceived cues. Following the
same principles, in this work we assumed that both convexity and junctions help
in equal terms to the scene depth interpretation.
Evaluation of convexity depth cues is performed on the leaves of each generated
BPT by the algorithm in Section 5.4.2.1. Technically, since the BPT is a hierar-
chical representation and a region can be adjacent to many nodes in the tree (not
only the leaves) convexity could be measured between all the BPT levels. Explor-
ing all the adjacencies would be unpractical due to the high computational cost
of the process.
Convexity Computation Convexity depth cues are defined locally for bound-
aries between pair of regions. A region R1 is convex with respect to R2 if, on
average, the curvature vector on the common boundary is pointing towards R1. If
R1 appears to be convex, it is perceptually seen as the foreground region (and thus,
closer to the viewer). Generally, when examining boundary pixels, if R1 presents
less area than R2 in a local neighborhood, R1 may be seen as convex. Figure 5.38
Figure 5.37: Example of convexity. Left: original image with the segmentation
overlaid. Right: possible partition with convexity cues showed. Points of high
curvature/convexity are cues to determine the relative depth. Convexity should
be averaged to decide the correct sign of convexity.
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illustrates this concept. Formally, the overall boundary convexity is obtained from
the combinations of two measures:
ζc (R1, R2) =
1
L
∑
(x,y)∈Γ
α(x, y) (5.4.5)
ζb (R1, R2) =
1
L
∑
(x,y)∈Γ
w(x, y) (5.4.6)
With L being the length of the contour. α(x, y) = 1 if the area of R1 is greater
than the area of R2 in Ω(x, y), α(x, y) = −1 otherwise. The function α(x, y) is a
simplification of the convexity measure of [17]. The function 0 ≤ w(x, y) ≤ 1 is
a weighting function of the contour points and it is chosen to be the normalized
Sobel gradient of the image, although other gradient operators work too. L is the
number of points where the measure α(x, y) is calculated. The overall convexity
confidence of a boundary is:
ζ (R1, R2) = 1− exp
(
ζc (R1, R2)× ζb (R1, R2)
γc
)
(5.4.7)
With γc =
1
12
determined experimentally. If the result ζc (R1, R2) is positive, R1
is considered to be convex and, therefore, on top of R2. The converse indicates
that R2 is on top of R1. To make the measure as scale invariant as possible, the
neighborhood Ω(x, y) of a pixel is chosen to be a circle of radius equal to 5% of
the contour length. Points lying near junctions, image borders and other regions
are discarded for the measures. Contours having small lengths L < 100 points are
considered to be non-significant for convexity cues.
Figure 5.38: Convex regions, R1, have less area (marked in light blue) in discs at
the boundaries with their adjacent regions, R2. The less the area is, more convex
R1 appears to be.
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5.4.2.3 Depth Order Graph Construction
When the final regions are available, there are two sets of depth cues that may
contribute to determine the relative depth order between regions. T-junction and
convexity cues should be combined to determine the final relative depth order.
The depth order defined by T-junctions is different from the proposed scheme in
[81]. As said in Section 1.1, T-junctions indicate a discontinuity on depth but the
order information is not straightforward. Instead, it has been found by examining
ground truth junctions in the segmentations of the BSDS5000 dataset [82] that
the local depth order of a T-junction depends on the angle configuration of other
T-junctions. If the same region R is seen more than once forming the largest angle,
the T-junction is likely to define the normal depth order (the foreground region is
R), as in [4]. If the largest region is only seen once forming the largest angle, the
depth order is, a priori, inverted (R is the background). Convexity depth order is
clear in this proposed scheme: the convex region is seen as the figural region.
Since the computed cues are merely local, a more global reasoning should be
done to arrive at a consistent solution for the whole image. To do so, a Depth
Order Graph (DOG) is constructed. Nodes in the graph represent regions of the
partition extracted from the BPT. The depth relations are represented in the graph
by directed weighted edges, going from the foreground region to the background
one. Once all the edges are defined, a directed graph is obtained like the one
illustrated by Figure 5.39. A depth cue characterizes the relation between one (or
more, in case of T-junctions) pair of nodes. If the cue confidence relating node Ri
and node Rj is p, the directed edge weight is pij = p.
Since the perception of depth involves the interpretation of (sometimes) conflicting
cues, the DOG may also present these conflicts. A depth conflict occurs when, due
to a set of depth cues, a region can be on the top of itself. If that is the case, two
regions exist, R1 and R2, which are at the top of each other at the same time
making depth ordering impossible.These conflicts are identified as cycles in the
DOG. That is, if one can find a cycle in the graph, all the regions belonging to
the cycle are classified as incompatible between them. The main idea of conflict
resolution is to modify/eliminate depth cues with low confidences to achieve a
direct acyclic graph. To do so, a global reasoning of all the cues is performed
using the principles of Network Reliability computation [83].
The DOG is a graph with edge weights representing probabilities of precedence.
That is, if only two nodes Ri and Rj were present in a DOG, and these nodes
were connected by a single edge eij with weight p; the probability that node Ri
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Figure 5.39: Directed graph constructed from the depth cues. Labels on the edge
represent their strength. The conflict formed by the loop R2 ←→ R3 may be
eliminated by deleting the red edge.
precedes Rj (the node Ri is in the foreground) would be p. In practice, more than
one node and more than one edge form a DOG. The DOG can be seen equivalently
as a network of reliable links [83] and the reliability between two nodes, in the
proposed case, is called probability of precedence (PoP). The overall goal of this
step is to perform a global reasoning of the DOG to eliminate cycles for a posterior
depth ordering. To this purpose, the following solution is proposed:
1. Compute the PoP for every pair of regions (nodes), Ri and Rj. That is, the
probability that Ri is foreground with respect to Rj, ρij.
2. Examine all pairs ρij and ρji. If a cycle is present, both Ri and Rj can be
foreground and, therefore, both ρij, ρji 6= 0.
3. In case of conflict, modify one of the paths from Ri to Rj or vice versa to
eliminate the cycle.
Probability of Precedence Computation To Compute the probability that
a region Ri precedes Rj all the paths going from the former to the latter should
be considered [84]. Since edge weights represent the confidence of precedence
between pair of directly connected regions (two regions A and B are directly
connected if there is an edge from A to B), this reasoning can be used to calculate
the probability of precedence of two non-directly connected regions. Simple rules
exist to compute ρij when graphs have special topologies.
Single Path If only a single path Pq exists:
ρij = p(Pq) =
L∏
l=1
pl,l+1 (5.4.8)
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Where L is the number of edges forming the path and pl,l+1 is the weight
of the edge connecting the nodes l and l + 1 on the path Pq. Equation
(5.4.8) shows that the PoP of node Ri to a node Rj with respect to Pq is
just the joint probability of all the edges forming Pq. That is, for a node Ri
to precede Rj, all the edges in a path Pq should be reliable.
Multiple direct edges If there exist NE edges between Ri and Rj, ρij is the
probability that at least one edge is reliable:
ρij = 1−
NE∏
l=1
(1− plij) (5.4.9)
Where plij is the l-th weight of the edge connecting Ri and Rj
General Topology If a set of NP paths connect Ri and Rj the PoP ρij is the
probability that at least one of these NP paths is reliable. This probability
can be calculated by the inclusion-exclusion principle:
Sk =
∑
1≤i1<...<ik≤NP
p(Pi1
⋂
Pi2
⋂
· · ·
⋂
Pik) (5.4.10)
ρij = p(
NP⋃
i
Pi) =
NP∑
k=1
(−1)(k−1)Sk (5.4.11)
To illustrate a simple example of the inclusion-exclusion principle, ρ13 is com-
puted for the DOG in figure 5.39, not including the red stripped edge. Only two
paths going from R1 to R3 are found, passing both through nodes R1 − R2 − R3.
The edge weights forming these paths are P1 : (p1, p3) and P2 : (p2, p3). The PoP
of R1 to R3 is defined according to (5.4.11), for this particular case, as:
ρ13 = p(P1 ∪ P2) = p(P1) + p(P2)− p(P1 ∩ P2) (5.4.12)
That is, ρ13 is the probability that at least one path is reliable between R1 and
R3. The terms p(P1) = p1p3 and p(P2) = p2p3 are the probabilities that a given
path is reliable. The term p(P1 ∩ P2) = p1p2p3 is the probability that both paths
are reliable at the same time. Therefore:
ρ13 = p(P1 ∪ P2) = p1p3 + p2p3 − p1p2p3 (5.4.13)
In an arbitrary large graph, the inclusion-exclusion principle is not feasible, since
its computation cost is exponentially proportional to the number of paths. Instead,
the proposed algorithm is an approximation giving an upper bound for all the pairs
of nodes. To approximately compute ρij with more than one path between nodes,
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consider that there are only three nodes Ri, Rj and Rk and that ρij and ρjk
are already known. Moreover, assume there is a direct edge from Ri to Rk with
strength pik. An approximate PoP of node Ri to Rk is then given by equation
(5.4.9):
ρik = 1− (1− ρijρjk)(1− pik) (5.4.14)
Equation (5.4.14) is only valid if all the paths connecting Ri, Rj and Rk are
independent, although this assumption is not fulfilled in most of the practical
cases. The problem of (5.4.14) resides in computing the values ρij and ρjk which
were assumed to be known.
It is possible to iteratively compute ρij for paths of shorter length and sequen-
tially increase the path length. This process is performed using a modified Floyd-
Warshall algorithm [85]. If the DOG contains any cycle, the path length may be
infinite so, for practical reasons, the maximum path length is assumed to be the
number of nodes on the DOG.
The computation of all the pairs ρij leads to a new graph which is the transitive
closure of the DOG, the DOG+. The transitive closure of a graph G is a graph
G+ with the same nodes of G. G+ contains a direct edge (possibly weighted) from
node Ri to Rj if there exists a path Pq in G that connects both nodes. In the
case exposed here, the transitive closure of the DOG contain edges with weigths
ρij. The graph G
+ allows to detect cycles easily as paths with arbitrary lengths
are reduced to direct edges. It is known that identifying all cycles in a graph G is
an NP problem [86], meaning that there is no efficient solution. Instead, making
use of G+, cycles can be detected easily by direct comparison of ρij and ρji.
The building of the DOG+ is illustrated for the graph of Figure 5.39. The
probability of precedence between nodes is shown in table 2:
The transitive closure DOG+ of the corresponding DOG is shown in Table 2 as
Adjacency Matrix form. Clearly, there is a conflict between nodes R2 and R3 since
ρ23 6= 0 and ρ32 6= 0.
Conflict Resolution If a cycle is found, no depth ordering of the nodes is pos-
sible. Therefore, some edges should be removed. A conflict may occur mainly
because of two factors. The first may be because some false alarms have been
introduced in the final T-junction candidate selection and/or in the convexity rea-
soning. The second may be because self occlusion actually exists in the image.
Assuming that self-occlusion is rather difficult to find in natural images, the con-
flicts are said to come from bad depth cue selection.
The conflict resolution iteratively seeks the minimum ρij of all the pairs of nodes
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- R1 R2 R3
R1 0 ρ12 = 1− (1− p1)(1− p2) ρ13 = (1− (1− p1)(1− p2))p3
R2 0 0 ρ23 = p3
R3 0 ρ32 = p4 0
Table 2: Adjacency matrix representing the transitive closure of the graph in 5.39.
The non-zero terms are shown as ρij. The graph representation is shown at the
bottom
causing a cycle in the DOG. Each time a conflict is found, either ρij or ρji must be
wrongly estimated. Following an intuitive approach, the less confident depth cues
should be eliminated. Therefore, the minimum of the two PoP values is considered
to be wrong. Therefore, assuming that ρij < ρji, some modifications on the paths
that go from Ri to Rj should be done by deleting or turning some edges (and thus
possibly breaking the cycle). For each path Pq from Ri to Rj, the cue with lower
confidence forming Pq is identified and modified, depending on its nature:
Convexity Cue: The cue is considered to be wrong and the corresponding edge
is eliminated
T-junction Cue: According to the depth perception principles, exposed in sec-
tion 1.1, the depth order indicated by a T-junction is not clear. Therefore,
Figure 5.40: Conflict resolution for the graph in Figure 5.39. At left, the remaining
graph resulting from the deletion of the edge p4. At right, the conflict is resolved
by turning edge p4. Both solutions are feasible, depending on the nature of the
cue represented by the edge with weight p4. Either case, the remaining graph is a
DAG.
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if the T-junction depth order has not been modified before, the occluding
side is changed, inverting the depth order relationship and turning the edge’s
inward and outward nodes. If it was modified before, the cue is considered
wrong and it is deleted with the corresponding edges.
Each time a modification to the DOG is done, the transitive closure is recomputed,
until no cycles are found and a DAG is obtained. Possible solutions of conflict
resolution for the graph in 5.39 are illustrated in Figure 5.40.
5.4.2.4 Depth Ordering
When all the conflicts are removed from the DOG, no cycles are present. Moreover
a DOG should have a unique order for its nodes. To order the nodes on the DOG,
a topological partial ordering is proposed. This ordering is a linear ordering of a
graph’s nodes in which each node comes before all nodes to which it has outbound
edges. That is, if node N1 has an outbound edge to node N2, N1 will precede N2
in the sorted list of nodes, N1 < N2. Since in a depth image, two different regions
may have the same depth order (i.e. do not have any depth relationship between
them), the relation N1 = N2 should also be considered.
A typical way to represent the partial order of a graph is known as the Hasse
diagram, shown in Figure 5.41. In this representation, the graph is draw with
nodes having low order at the top, while at each level the nodes corresponding to
that order are drawn at the same height.
R169390
R170094
R170100
R170090
R170104
R169915
R170035
R170079
Figure 5.41: Hasse representation of a graph. The top nodes have the lowest
partial order. At each lower level, the partial order is increased.
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6 Results
Evaluating the system performance is assessed by two criteria: objective and sub-
jective evaluation. The former is performed either on synthetic and on natural
images from the dataset [87] and the latter is only carried out on natural images.
First, the T-junction estimation performance is assessed varying the level of noise
in the image and the size of the local window in Section . On natural images,
in Section objective evalutation is done by comparing the obtained depth bound-
aries to the ground truth data from the above mentioned dataset, compared with
the state of the art algorithms [5],[3], [2]. The dataset is also used to assess the
quality of the depth order images compared to current works on monocular depth
perception [1], [2].
6.1 Objective Evaluation on synthetic images
6.1.1 Error measure
To evaluate the results of the T-junction estimation algorithm, an error measure
on synthetic images is proposed. In a natural image, only a few T-junctions are
present. The location of the T-junction for each test image is known and, therefore,
the confidence error can be calculated on all points. If the confidence estimation
algorithm behaves correctly, the T-junction points have a strong confidence value.
The confidence in all other points in the image should be close to zero. Result of
the estimation algorithm can be represented by a gray scale image I where each
pixel is assigned a value 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 indicating the probability of a T-junction in
its lower-right corner.
If the ideal result is I, there will be three types of error: the error in the T-
junctions, the error in the background and the error in the edges. These errors
are created when pixels in I are different from 0 at non T-junction points, and
different from 1 at T-junction points. The error in the last two cases can be seen
as false alarms. Background and edge points are considered two different classes
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because the statistics of the detector showed to be different in both cases.
To generate the result I, a BPT is constructed. When a junction point disappears,
the coordinates and the last confidence estimation are kept. All the values com-
puted are disposed on a confidence map, a gray level image where each pixel level
is the confidence of a T-junction. Since junctions have non-integer coordinates,
each pixel stores the last confidence estimation of its down-right T-junction.
The three error components of an image I are defined as
 (I) = (¯true, ¯back, ¯edges) (I) (6.1.1)
Where each of the components of this vector is calculated using similar measures.
For instance, to tolerate a little uncertainty on the location of the T-junction
points, the following error measure is proposed at the true location pt of T-
junctions:
true (pt) =
(
max
p∈Ω(pt)
I (p)×G (‖p− pt‖2)− 1)2 (6.1.2)
Where I(p) is the result confidence value at pixel p. G (‖p− pt‖2) is a Gaus-
sian function determining the accuracy penalty of the T-junction points. The
neighborhood Ω (pt) of the pixel is determined by standard deviation parameter
σ = 1 of the Gaussian G. That is, an estimation which has an offset of 1 or 2
pixels is not as good as an estimation in the correct location. The total error
¯true is the average over all the points that should be detected as T-junctions,
¯true =
1
NT
∑
p∈T true (pt) with T being the set of true T-junctions and NT the
number of pixels in T .
The other two measures, the background and the edges are defined as the MSE
of the obtained detection I and the reference image I. Since the ideal value for
Figure 6.42: Example of the Gaussian window used in T-junctions for error com-
putation. A maximum displacement of 2 pixels in horizontal or vertical direction
is allowed. Dark colors are lower values.
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these pixels must be null, the error becomes
¯back =
1
NB
∑
p∈B
‖I (p)− I (p) ‖2 = 1
NB
∑
p∈B
‖I (p) ‖2 (6.1.3)
¯edges =
1
NE
∑
p∈E
‖I (p)− I (p) ‖2 = 1
NE
∑
p∈E
‖I (p) ‖2 (6.1.4)
With B and E the set of background and edges pixels respectively. NB, NE are
the cardinality of the sets.
The values obtained for the errors may be interpreted differently from one pixel
type to another. Since in the edges and the background pixels, the confidence
values are expected to be much lower than in T-junctions (by orders of magni-
tudes), an error of −5 dB in T-junctions is an acceptable value. In these points,
errors of −5 dB may represent a confidence value of 0.44 or a misplacement of 1
pixel. Errors below −10 dB are considered very good performance. In edges and
background pixels, good error values are below −20 dB.
6.1.2 Algorithm Performance
To evaluate the performance of the system, the T-junction estimation process is
run over a variety of situations. First, to find a suitable set of parameters, the
characteristics of the estimator are evaluated by changing the size of the window
used locally to estimate color confidence. Second, having defined the default win-
dow size, the algorithm is run to assess its robustness against noise, as shown in
figure 6.43.
For the tests performed, several random noise signals with different powers were
added to the original test image, which contained no noise. The power of the noise
is compared to the peak signal to determine the peak-signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
defined as
PSNR = 10 log10
(
I2max
σ2w
)
= 20 log10
(
28
σw
)
(6.1.5)
In this experiment, the PSNR values range from 0 to 50dB with steps of 1dB. It
is commonly said that a good quality image is an image having a PSNR of 30 dB
Figure 6.43: Test image with several noise contaminations. From left to right,
PSNR = 48, 38, 28, 18, 8 and -2 dB respectively.
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or higher. Thus, the values used for testing cover a wide variety of quality levels.
The test images used are ideal models of T-junctions. One region is filling half of
the image and two other small regions fill a quarter image each one, as seen in
Figure 6.43.
6.1.3 Results
The section is divided into two main subsections. First, in Section 6.44, the system
is tested on a single image with different types of window. The size of the window
may represent, not only the resource consumption when running the algorithm,
but also the locality of the T-junction analysis. A small window will not contain
pixels to accurately estimate the parameters (color, angle and curvature). A large
window may contain parts of the regions that may not be considered stationary.
Hence, a compromise between locality and reliability has to be fulfilled. Second,
in section 6.1.3.2, results testing several levels of noise are presented.
6.1.3.1 Window Size Results
Figure 6.44 shows a series of tests performed with different sizes of window. Only
the error in T-junctions is plotted. In the left side of the Figure, for high and low
PSNR values (> 30 and < 10 dB respectively), the errors seem to be independent
of the window size. The right side shows the mean error for all the noise levels.
Clearly, the bigger the window is, the better the estimation performs.
In the experiments, the error on background and edge pixels was almost null.
Moreover, when increasing the window size, the performance on such type of pixels
improved, making the outcome less prone to false alarms. To decide the optimal
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Figure 6.44: Error in dB encountered in T-junctions as a function of the window
size. The left plot shows the evolution of the errors for different window sizes,
depending on the PSNR. The right plot shows the mean error for each window
size.
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window size, the presented results and the results of [15] are used. According
to [15], the bigger the analysis window, the better, since there may be some T-
junctions difficult to detect on a local neighborhood. However, due to the region
model used, the analysis window should be kept to a size where the stationarity
of the region hold. Since computational time of large windows can also be too
expensive, a window size of radius 10 pixels is chosen to drive the algorithm
(mean error of −8 dB on T-junctions).
6.1.3.2 Noise Results
The noise results where generated from a series of tests on the same image. For
each PSNR, various images were generated by adding various realization of the
Gaussian noise. All the conducted tests were averaged to obtain the final result.
In Figure 6.45 it can be seen that the performance of the system is better with
increasing PSNR, for a window radius of 10 pixels. At high PSNR’s, the system
performs almost perfectly, giving an error of -70dB. At a certain threshold, the
performance begins to deteriorate, decreasing the confidence estimation for the
T-junction points. Although this test evaluates the overall performance, the most
dominant characteristic is the color confidence. Angle and curvature are estimated
from the BPT region boundaries and noise does not affect them directly. Estima-
tion of the color confidence is done directly from the pixels, making noise influence
much more evident, since regions histograms are much more difficult to estimate.
Angle and curvature are affected only when the boundaries of the BPT regions
change. Intuitively, while the noise level (standard deviation) does not exceed
the contrast between real regions, the boundaries of the regions will not change,
making angle and curvature confidences invariant.
The threshold at which the performance begins to degrade strongly depends
on the real distance between regions in the local neighborhood. In the example
presented in Figure 6.43 the distance in the CIE Lab between the three regions is
sufficiently big for the algorithm to detect the T-junction until high noise contam-
inations (a PSNR of 15dB is a very low quality image, Figure 6.43).
It should be set that the error on background or the edge pixels is almost com-
pletely eliminated, giving values always below 100 dB. This error value makes the
system very robust on homogeneous zones, even with noise contamination.
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Figure 6.45: Error in dB encountered in T-junctions with a window radius of 10
pixels.
6.2 Results on natural images
In this section the performance of the system is assessed on natural images. Two
main kinds of evaluation are performed: objective evaluation on figure/ground
labeling and subjective/qualitative evaluation on depth ordering. The former class
uses a ground truth subset of the database presented [87]. Using the ground truth
labels allows to examine natural scene statistics on figure/ground organization,
proving the validity of the chosen occlusion cues. Depth ordering is evaluated
qualitatively against state of the art result, as no ground truth data was available.
6.2.1 Benchmark on figure/ground labeling
Depth order estimation results can be seen also as a solution to the boundary own-
ership problem. At the depth region boundaries, the region owning the boundary
is considered to be the one lying closer to the viewer. However, when examining
ground truth figure/ground labellings on an image, sometimes the figure regions
may not coincide with the real 3D structure of the image, according the guidelines
of the labeling process [17]. That is, often humans identify as figure regions the
objects which are perceptually more relevant, discarding the depth structure. Nev-
ertheless, to evaluate the system results, it is assumed that figure/ground labellings
at boundaries agree mostly with the depth structure of the image. To assess the
system performance, the figure/ground labelings on contour points should be ex-
tracted. Since figure regions are considered to be the ones lying closer to the
viewer, boundary points belonging to the nearest region are considered to be fig-
ure. Contour points lying on further regions are considered to be ground as shown
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in figure 6.46.
6.2.1.1 Results on Ground Truth Segmentations
Although the proposed system is capable to jointly obtain a segmentation and
a depth ordering for the regions, it is possible to assess the performance of the
system when an initial segmentation is available. This test does not evaluate the
segmentation quality obtained from the BPT, but only the depth ordering step.
Performing such evaluation permits to compare the proposed system to state of
the art figure/ground labeling systems.
In Section 4 the BPT construction began with pixels as the initial regions. In-
stead, to introduce human marked regions, the starting regions of the algorithm
are set according to the predefined segmentations in the BSDS500 dataset [82].
This dataset was built to provide good human segmentations, and a subset of 200
images have also figure/ground labeling, which makes it the best candidate to test
the algorithm results. Figure 6.47 shows some of the given segmentations.
For each image, the ground truth figure ground labellings were performed by
two different subjects according to a given segmentation. Since subjects react
differently to some of the boundaries, the considered contours are the ones which
are commonly agreed. Taking into account all the labeled contours on all the
images, the agreement was about 88%. That is, 88% of the pixels in contours
were equally labeled by both subjects.
First, the performance of simple T-junction and convexity classifiers are assessed.
Second, the performance of the system is evaluated, considering T-junctions only,
convexity only and both depth cues at the same time. Results show that the
integration of both cues helps to retrieve more accurate depth orderings than
using individual cues.
Figure 6.46: From left to right. Original image, depth estimation results and
figure/ground labeling on contours. In the depth order image, white regions are
closer to the viewer. In the figure/ground labels, white pixels belong to the fore-
ground region, the black belong to the ground region. Gray pixels are unassigned
because they don’t lie on a depth contour.
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Figure 6.47: Original images (color) and their human-marked segmentation (gray
level). Each region is colored with a different gray level.
To evaluate the performance of the different depth cues, several tests were per-
formed.
T-junction Classification Performance With the ground truth segmenta-
tions, T-junctions are examined at each intersection where 3 regions meet. Each
one is characterized to be normal if the largest angle region is closer to the viewer
and inverted if it is not the case. Figure 6.48 shows the probability of each type of
T-junctions encountered on the ground-truth segmentations, according to the num-
ber times the largest region is seen forming the largest angle in other T-junctions.
If a region is seen as the largest region at several T-junctions, these T-junctions
are more likely to be normal. For instance, if the same region is seen forming the
largest angle in few T-junctions, the T-junction is likely to be inverted. More im-
portant, if only a single T-junction is telling a region is at the top, the T-junction is
most likely to be inverted. Therefore, when examining a ground truth T-junction,
it is considered normal if the region forming the largest angle is seen more than
once as the largest. It is considered inverted otherwise. Applying the mentioned
criteria, the depth interpretation on ground truth T-junctions is correct 63% of
the times. If no inverted T-junction had been considered as in [4], the system
would only be correct 57% of the times.
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Figure 6.48: Probability of occurrence of normal and inverted T-junctions, depend-
ing on the number of times the largest region is at the top of other T-junctions.
Convexity Performance Convexity relations are examined along all the ground
truth contours. Two measures are proposed to assess the performance of the con-
vexity depth cue. The first measure is a local measure for each contour point,
proposed by [17]. The second measure integrates the local measures into a whole
contour. First, for each contour point (x, y) the local measure is:
K(x, y) = log
(
a1
a2
)
(6.2.1)
a1 and a2 stand for the areas of the two regions R1 and R2 involved in the contour
point in a local circular neighborhood Ω(x, y). If R1 is convex (considered, a priori,
to be the foreground region), K(x, y) has negative sign. Notice that choosing
which of the two regions forming a contour act as R1 and R2 (and thus a1, a2) is
completely arbitrary. Therefore, K(x, y) can be positive or negative, depending
on the order in which the regions are considered. Since a1 and a2 can be changed,
each contour point can be assigned two values of equal value but opposite sign
[17].
To verify that the measure (6.2.1) may give insights about occlusion cues in
contours, this measure is computed on all the ground truth labeled contour points.
The same experiment than in [17] is performed. For each labeled contour point,
R1 can be the either foreground region or the background. It is then possible to
find the probability that R1 is figure/ground depending on the values of K(x, y).
The estimated probabilities are shown in Figure 6.49.
For each contour point, if a single decision had to be done according to K(x, y),
one would choose R1 as figure if the log ratio is negative and ground if it is
positive. This classifier is the basis of the proposed convexity measure in Section
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Figure 6.49: Probability for R1 to be the foreground region (green) or the back-
ground region (blue) depending on the value K(x, y). The radius of the neighbor-
hood Ω(x, y) is set to 5,10 and 15% of the contour length. Clearly, if log
(
a1
a2
)
is
positive, R1 is more likely perceived as ground.
5.4.2.2. The decision of this classifier is correct on 61.2% of the contour points,
with a window size of 15% of the contour length. That is, the local figure/ground
decision was correct at 62.1% of the contour points. A similar performance is
obtained in other local convexity classifiers [5, 7, 17].
As a second performance measure, for each contour c determined by R1 and R2,
the proposed measure is the following:
ζ(c) =
∑
(x,y)∈c
sign (K(x, y)) (6.2.2)
The measure (5.4.6) in Section 5.4.2.2 is strongly related to ζ(c). Similarly to
(6.2.1), one would choose R1 as the foreground region if ζ(c) is negative or back-
ground if ζc is positive. This proposed measure along boundaries and deciding
depending on the sign of the final measure, yielded a performance over a 74.2%.
This result is obtained by counting the number of correct decision on contours,
weighting the decision by the length of each contour. Clearly, integrating the local
measure along contour points, greatly improves the performance.
Integration of the cues In the previous paragraphs, the performance of simple
classifiers was analyzed over contours and junctions. Since the system makes use
of these classifiers, the performance of the system is assessed by including them
separately and at the same time.
Therefore, the system is run considering only T-junction depth relations, only
convexities and both cues at the same time. The input of the system is the original
image and a given ground truth segmentation. Its output is the corresponding
depth ordering of the regions and the figure/ground labeling on contour points.
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If the automatically labeled contour points are compared with the ground truth
labels, the performance of the system can be computed.
Performance of a system considering only T-junction depth order relations was
about 61.2% on contour points. Taking into account only convexity depth relations,
a performance of 73.2% is achieved. This decrease in performance over the 74.2%
of the convexity classifier, proposed in equation (6.2.2), could be mainly due the
conflict resolution step, forcing a global consistency on the image. If both cues
are used at the same time, an overall performance of 78.2% is achieved, similar to
the 78.3% reported in [5].
Additionally, to verify the minimization process and the energy minimization
criterion, the following test was performed. Among all the solutions generated
during the minimization step, the solution that matched best the ground truth
labeled contours was picked, regardless of its cost (5.4.1). This yielded a perfor-
mance of 84.4% on all the contours, much better than the 78.2% obtained with the
minimum cost criteria. Examples are shown in Figure 6.50. These results show
that the system performs very similar to the state of the art algorithms, and may
generate an accurate ordering of the depth planes if a good segmentation is found.
However, there is room for improvement, as picking this best solution may be a
more complex problem than calculating an energy function. Table 4 summarizes
the different performances using human segmentations. Results in [6] show better
performance on human marked segmentation, possibly because more cues are used
in the figure/ground decision. In practice, however, the ground truth segmenta-
tion is not available and the system should compute it. Results with automatic
segmentations are commented in the next section.
Self [5] [6]
Junction Performance
One Kind 57.3%
Two Kinds 63.0%
Convexity Performance
Point Based 61.2% 55.6%
Contour Based 74.2% 72.0%
System Performance
Convexity 73.2% - 71.4%
Junctions 61.2% - 70.2%
Conv. + Junc. 78.2% 78.3% 82.1%
Table 3: Results of the figure/ground labeling on ground truth segmentations,
compared with the state of the art. First two rows refer to the classification rate
of the individual classifiers. The last row shows the performance of the systems
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Figure 6.50: Left: Images with contours overlaid. Green contours are correct
assignments of figure/ground and red are incorrect. Right: depth order repre-
sentation of the regions. White regions are closer to the viewpoint, while black
regions are further away.
6.2.1.2 Results on Automatic Segmentations
To evaluate the results, a similar matching than in [5, 6] is performed on region
contours. Is is assumed that it exists some uncertainity on the location of the
boundaries. Therefore, the shape of the ground truth contour may not coincide
with the detected by the algorithm. To evaluate the ground truth labels on au-
tomatic generated contours, each detected contour pixel is matched to a ground
truth contour point having the same orientation. That is, horizontal/vertical con-
tour points are matched accordingly. This matching is performed within a small
window. The amount of uncertainty allowed may be very arbitrary. Where bound-
aries are very close together, big displacements shouldn’t be tolerated but, when
boundaries are blurred and the location is not clear, small displacements could
be insufficient. Hence, the size of the window, which is basically the maximum
displacement that a pixel can have, was varied from 1 to 4. Results were reported
in Table 4.
The results obtained can be compared with results of the state of the art for
automatically generated boundaries. The results should be looked with skepticism,
as differences in the matching process can lead to slight differences in the perfor-
mances. The proposed system, however, performs similarly to the state of the art
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Allowed displacement 1 2 3 4
Results 71.28% 73.23% 75.16% 76.72%
Table 4: Percentage of correct assigned figure/ground labelings on contour points,
depending on the maximum displacement allowed.
as can be seen in Table 5. The system outperforms [5],[6] for automatically gen-
erated boundaries. The reported results of [2] did not use the same dataset than
the proposed system so, no fair comparison is possible. However, their results are
close 80 % of correctness, but using much more information than our system. For
instance, the system presented in [2] makes use of semantic estimated labellings
on surfaces. If these labellings are not used, their performance is about 68.2%,
showing that the algorithm relies very much on high level information.
The performance obtained is similar to the current state of the art for fig-
ure/ground segregation. Figures 6.51 and 6.52 show some of the results on the
BSDS500 dataset, with the detected T-junctions, the depth ordering result and
the corresponding figure/ground labels on contours. There is, however, one major
difference. In [5, 6] the figure/ground labeling systems operate only on boundaries,
discarding region information. The proposed approach retrieves instead these la-
belings from a previously obtained segmentation. In [7], as in the proposed system,
figure ground and segmentation are done jointly. A system that retrieves the fig-
ure ground labelings at region boundaries is capable to resolve depth conflicts.
These depth inconsistencies cannot be detected if the approach is based only on
boundaries.
6.2.2 Comparison to the state of the art in Depth Ordering
Systems in [1, 8] can be compared with the proposed algorithm. Both systems
are learning based, therefore, before testing, they should be trained with part of
Algorithm Proposed Algorithm [5] [6] [8]
Results 71.28% 68.9% 69.1% 79.9%
Table 5: Percentage of correct assigned figure/ground labeling on automatically
generated contour points. The result of the proposed system is the minimum
found in Table 4. Results in [8] are from another database, not the BSDS500 used
in the other experiments.
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Figure 6.51: Results on depth estimation and figure/ground assignment on some
of the BSDS500 images. From left to right, for each column: original image
with marked T-junctions, depth estimation and figure/ground boundaries. For
T-junctions, black T-junctions are inverted and white are normal.
the ground truth database. The comparison, however, should be done carefully,
noting that previously cited works estimate the absolute depth of the image, while
the proposed approach only offers the relative depth order. Despite the differences,
both results can be compared by looking at the major structure of the final depth
image.
Results in Figure 6.53 show that the proposed system offers much clearer bound-
aries in most of the cases. However, [1] and [8] permit arbitrary surface orientation,
leading to smooth depth gradients which our system is unable to obtain. Note also
that most of the learning based results present the same general image structure,
being the lower regions the ones that normally are closer to the viewer, specially
in [1]. This can be a drawback if non-typical pictures are presented to the system
as the algorithm will try to fit the learned model into the input image. Of course,
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Figure 6.52: More results on the BSDS500 dataset. For each column (3 images)
and from left to right: original image with marked T-junctions, depth estimation
and figure/ground boundaries. the white marked T-junctions are normal or black
if they are inverted.
this can be overcome by a more extensive training dataset but the variety of scenes
that must be presented may turn this process unfeasible.
Our algorithm does not make assumptions on the type of image and relies only
on low-level information.Obviously, trusting only pixel information, without any
previous knowledge of the scene can be limiting, but it also has its positive points.
For instance, the input of the system can be arbitrary images, assuming always
that some kind of considered occlusion cue is present. This makes the algorithm
work in more situations such as a landscape, an office or a portrait. Such examples
can be found in Figures 6.54 6.55 and where a variety of scenes are presented. Some
of these scenes were downloaded from the Internet, some were taken with a camera
and some others are from the test part of the BSDS500 database.
The system also presents some weaknesses. First, there may exist some low
level cues which do not conform with the assumed model. This case is specially
seen in T-junctions in textured regions, and where convexity does not offer a good
depth cue (take, for example, holes). Second, the constant depth model for each
region can be limiting for some applications, as all the surfaces of the scene are
considered to be parallel to the camera view plane. If a complete depth map has
to be retrieved, this model is insufficient since it does not permit to have oriented
surfaces which can indeed exist in normal situations. However, for many applica-
tions, depth ordering can be sufficient. For instance, if depth ordering is available,
with some little user interactions, an approximate depth map may be available.
These kind of limitations of the system are exposed in Figure 6.56.
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Figure 6.53: From left to right: original image, the results of the proposed system,
results form [8] and results from [1]. White regions are closer to the viewer, while
black ones are further away.
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Figure 6.54: Proposed algorithm run on several situations. From left to right: orig-
inal image, results of the proposed system, results from [2], results from [1]. Even
in such different scenes, the low level cues considered (occlusion and convexity)
remain valid, obtaining reasonable depth order maps.
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Figure 6.55: More results on different situations. From left to right: original image,
results of the proposed system, results from [2], results from [1].
Figure 6.56: Four cases where the low level cues assumptions are wrong. In the
starfish picture, T-junctions of the starfish determine wrongly the depth gradient
due to texture. The church picture is a clear example of interpreting the convexity
cue when holes are present in the image structure. The wolves and the Erechtheion
temple images present also some wrong estimations of the low-level depth cues.
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Observing these limitations, one may have a good introduction point for a further
system improvement.
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7 Conclusions
7.1 Conclusions
The work presented in this manuscript exposed a system which relied only on
low level image cues for image segmentation and depth ordering. Regardless of
the simplicity of the cues used to obtain the results, the algorithm offered results
comparable with other approaches which based their reasoning on higher level in-
formation by means of learning.
7.1.0.1 Contributions
The proposed system shows several approaches that were not found in the litera-
ture. To be fair, the most important innovation is the joint T-junction estimation
and BPT construction, adding depth information to the process. Other innova-
tions on the BPT construction step are also present:
• The segmentation is carried out using perceptual measures between color
signatures. The current work in the BPT construction [55, 52] uses only
statistical and information measures for BPT construction.
• The adaptive 3D-histogram region model was not used before, at least in
the BPT structure, making us able to exploit the channel correlations on
the distance measures. Moreover, the CIE Lab color space was not used for
BPT construction until the proposed system.
• The region similarity distance, the EMD, was not found to be exploited for
a whole segmentation process though it was used in small image regions
and/or image query applications. Its computational cost is the main factor
that discourages its implementation in a whole segmentation system. The
proposed histogram region model allows to implement the EMD as compar-
ison measure between regions within a reasonable computation time.
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A part from BPT construction, the system also offers new schemes to retrieve a
possible segmentation of the image, ordered by depth. The initial BPT pruning
is performed by only the more confident T-junctions into account, with no other
information. The final BPT is obtained by an iterative procedure which greedily
explores the solution space and keeps the best candidate as final result. Although
the minimization parameters (initial pruning strategy, minimization criteria, etc.)
are specific from this project; the iterative approach can be further extended to
other systems.
These innovations, with the support of the practical results, open several areas
of study which can be further developed in posterior work.
7.1.0.2 Limitations
Projecting a 3D world to a 2D plane has an inherent loss of information which
cannot be recovered completely using a single image. However, the huge amount
of 2D content that exists: videos and photos, encourage to develop system to
perform the inverse operations. While accurate depths maps are a challenging
task, defining depth planes is proven to be possible. This simple model does
not allow to recover smooth depth maps or self-occluded objects, but for some
applications (even in the 3D film industry) it is sufficient.
Further limitations of the system are found in the supposed image model. Ba-
sically, the algorithm relies on finding T-junction and convexity cues that permit
to order the objects/regions in the scene. Although this cues appear very often in
the scenes, they may not be present in all possible inputs.
7.2 Future work
The presented results for depth ordering show that with few suppositions, perfor-
mance was similar (often better) to the current state of the art solutions. There
are, however, some improvements that may be presented. Since the system perfor-
mance is improved with human segmentation available, one could think that im-
proving the segmentation process, the overall system performance should increase.
Therefore, maybe some tweaks in the BPT construction part should be introduced
to achieve such a goal. We proved also that the solution generation step, generated
very accurate depth representation of the images but, in some cases, the minimiza-
tion step was unable to select the best one automatically. Other improvements of
the system can be:
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• The depth region model could allow a flexible surface orientation, having
smooth depth gradients and not only depth discontinuities. Surface orienta-
tion may be estimated with state of the art techniques [8, 23, 29] and further
integrated with the occlusion detection.
• Adopting a low-level learning approach to avoid the current system limita-
tions. Results show that a scene structure learning is a too-ambitious model
for the infinite number of situations possible, but focusing the efforts on
a low-level scheme (such as contours, junctions) could lead to better cue
classification.
• Introducing more depth cues. For example, systems such as [88, 89] makes
use of haze to recover original images. Since haze is a function of the image
depth, the structure of the image could also be recovered.
Furthermore, the proposed system could also be applied to other computer vision
areas, such as multiple view or video. Monocular depth perception may help
the other image processing fields by introducing some depth cues to improve the
overall depth image estimation. For example, multiple views and temporal image
sequences could make use of occlusion to recover high discontinuities in depth maps.
Some state of the art algorithms in this field try to recover depth maps under the
supposition of depth smoothness. By introducing occlusion cues, discontinuous
depth maps could be easily recovered.
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